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1 Introduction  

Fabrica is a contemporary visual art gallery based in a former Regency church 
in the centre of Brighton. 

Through the Arts Council’s Rendezvous initiative, Fabrica has worked in 
partnership with care providers and the health sector to explore how to 
remove some of the physical and psychological barriers that can impede older 
people from engaging with the arts, and in particular contemporary visual art.  

As part of this Rendezvous funded project, Fabrica commissioned Morris 
Hargreaves McIntyre to undertake a feasibility research study exploring the 
gallery’s current visitors, and the potential for attracting a higher proportion 
of older visitors to the venue. 

Based on the findings of this study, Fabrica was successfully granted further 
funding by the Arts Council South East to undertake a pilot programme of 
activity over a two year period aimed at increasing the engagement of older 
people – aged 70+ - with contemporary visual art and Fabrica. This was 
entitled Growing an Older Audience. 

Fabrica commissioned Morris Hargreaves McIntyre to undertake an evaluation 
of the first year of Growing an Older Audience (November 2010 – November 
2011) to both demonstrate the impacts of the programme, and inform the final 
period of delivery (November 2011 – November 2012).  

Going to See Culture Together with Jonathan Quarterman credit Daniel Yanez Gonzalez 
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2 The evaluation process 

This report is an updated version of the report submitted in March 2012, and 
includes amends, where necessary, to the quantitative figures, based on the 
additional data collected through the visitor profile survey and the staff 
monitoring survey. 

2.1 Research objectives 

In commissioning an evaluation of Growing an Older Audience, Fabrica sought 
to robustly measure the intrinsic and instrumental value of the programme’s 
activity and provide clear evidence to partners and professionals of the 
benefits that engagement in contemporary visual art (CVA), through the 
Fabrica model, can deliver to older people; benefits that they cannot get from 
a health or social care environment. 

The brief identified three clearly defined areas of impact measurement: 

1. Measuring the change in Fabrica’s audience profile through monitoring 
increases in attendance and engagement by those aged 70+; 

2. Measuring the intrinsic and instrumental value of the programme to 
participants, partners, Fabrica staff, volunteers and freelancers; 

3. Measuring organisational change – the impact of the programme on 
Fabrica’s approach to exhibition and educational programming, working 
with volunteers and marketing strategies. 
 

Growing an Older Audience sought to open Fabrica up to entirely new ways of 
working, with the detail of the individual projects themselves being 
determined initially by a steering group, then as the programme developed, 
by the project delivery team. The evaluation therefore needed to be flexible 
and adaptable as the programme developed and allowed for the capture of 
unexpected outcomes. 

This evaluation covers two years of Growing an Older Audience, and was used 
to inform the development of the programme until its completion in November 
2012.  

The evaluation seeks to inform Fabrica of the value of each of the elements of 
the programme, and to make recommendations regarding the sustainability of 
the programme beyond the current Art Council Rendezvous funding. 
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2.2 Impacts framework approach  

Fabrica sought an outcomes-based approach to evaluation that was 
embedded in the Growing an Older Audience programme itself. To meet the 
requirements of the brief we adopted a Strategic Impacts Framework 
approach evaluating the programme as a whole; measuring not just what 
outcomes have been achieved, but importantly the process that gave rise to 
these outcomes and the impacts they delivered.   

The tiers of the Impacts Framework are: 

Context: the environment in which the programme is operating. This also 
establishes the starting points from which achievements or improvements can 
be assessed.  

Objectives: the stated intended outcomes of the programme. 

Strategy: actions taken to deliver the outputs to achieve the outcomes. 

Inputs: the investment made in delivering the programme – human resources; 
financial resources; physical infrastructure: and policies, strategies and 
initiatives. 

Outputs: what was actually delivered - the activities, services and initiatives 
delivered during the lifetime of the programme.  

Outcomes: the difference these inputs, activities and services made to 
individual participants, individual staff members, partner organisations, 
stakeholders and the wider community. These may be quantitative or 
qualitative. Outcomes are the key – these are the measures that are about the 
impact that the programme has; the outcomes will map closely on to the 
objective, and any sub-benefits that have been set out by funders, along with 
any others identified through the framework development process.  

Indicators: These are the broad categories of performance – as the name 
suggests – they indicate what good performance is defined as – how it is 
categorised. Indicators should be resonant and meaningful, demonstrate 
cause and effect, be robust and valid, simple and easy to interpret, and based 
on readily available data, or data that can be collected at reasonable cost.  

The framework is mapped against the delivery areas in the model below:  
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2.3 The research process 

The following interlocking research methods were used to collect the full 
range of data required to measure the impacts identified in the evaluation 
framework. Each data collection element was designed to be traced directly 
back to an outcome sought through the project.  

In designing the methodology, we sought to integrate data collection 
seamlessly into the Growing an Older Audience programme, wherever possible 
training Fabrica staff and volunteers engaged in delivering the programme 
activity to collect data. This reduced the level of intervention into the projects 
themselves and provided more open and natural responses from participants.  
 

Visitor profile survey 

A short face-to-face survey of visitors to Fabrica. This survey gathered basic 
demographics such as age, gender and origin as well as visit frequency to 
Fabrica, group composition, marketing awareness, motivations and outcomes 
from a visit. It also included some crucial questions related specifically to the 
target audience of the programme – focussing on the health and social 
benefits of visiting Fabrica. 

In order to conduct the exit surveys in-house, Fabrica staff and volunteers 
received training from Morris Hargreaves McIntyre. Through conducting the 
research themselves, the volunteers were able to gain a better understanding 
of who visitors are and what they look for from a visit, as well as providing the 
necessary skills and tools to conduct similar in-house research in the future.  

A total of 925 surveys were collected and processed by Fabrica staff and 
volunteers across seven separate exhibitions from October 2010 to November 
2012. 
 

Depth interviews 

A series of in-depth interviews were conducted throughout the evaluation 
period. These considered the personal and organisational impacts of Growing 
an Older Audience through structured interviews with a range of stakeholders.  

Groups interviewed across the research period were: 

Older participants  
These interviews assessed the impact of the programme on the participants 
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involved in Growing an Older Audience, across a range of individual 
engagement experiences with the programme. 

A total of 20 interviews were completed with participants / older people.  

Fabrica staff and volunteers 
These interviews focussed on the personal impacts of those involved in 
delivering the programme – including exploring outcomes such as confidence 
in working with older people and development of working practices, as well 
as the perceived impact of the project on the organisation and participants. 

A total of 7 interviews were completed with Fabrica staff and volunteers. 

 
Participant tracking 

A tracking tool was created to track the involvement of older people engaging 
with Fabrica during the life of Growing an Older Audience. However, it quickly 
became clear that this tool was unsuitable for such a fluid programme. The 
methodology was therefore adapted to become interviews with the project 
managers for each Growing an Older Audience project. During the interviews 
we discussed the journeys participants had made on each project, and sought 
to identify the critical success factors for deepening engagement.  

A total of 8 interviews were completed with project managers.  

 
Organisational monitoring form 

A short online survey of Fabrica staff, artists and volunteers collecting data on 
profile and experience and measuring responses to a series of attitudinal 
questions, such as ‘how confident are you in working with older people?’ and 
‘how successful is Fabrica in engaging with older people?’  

The survey was used as a benchmark against which outcomes were measured 
at the end of the project; providing a measure of distance travelled by the 
organisation.  

There were 69 responses to the benchmark survey and 84 responses to the two 
outcomes survey; 41 during the first wave and 43 during the second wave. A 
total of 17 completed all three surveys, a further 17 people completed two 
surveys out of the three. 
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Director’s narrative 

This was a structured narrative account with Liz Whitehead the Project 
Director, exploring Fabrica’s vision and ambitions for the project at the outset, 
with a mind to reviewing the impacts and outcomes on the organisation at the 
end of the project.  

The Director’s narrative was analysed to determine the distance travelled by 
the organisation through the project.  

 
Internal data 

Working with Fabrica we collected and analysed hard internal monitoring 
data that measured the inputs and outputs for the programme as a whole. 
This secondary data was used to support the primary data collection and 
complete the evaluation picture. The following internal data specific to the 
Growing an Older Audience programme was evaluated:  

• Exhibition and event attendance figures 

• Growing an Older Audience costs and spend 

• Staff and volunteer time and support in kind  

• Partnerships developed and groups engaged  

• Marketing database contacts 

• Dedicated marketing and press activity 

• E-newsletter statistics 

• Press monitoring 

• Project manager review minutes 

• Project manager blogs and evaluation documents  
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Interviews to camera 

A selection of participants, staff and gatekeepers1 were interviewed to camera 
by Morris Hargreaves McIntyre at the end of the evaluation period. 
Respondents were asked to discuss the impacts that engaging with Fabrica 
through the Growing an Older Audience programme had on them and their 
organisations. This has been edited into a short film highlighting the impacts 
of Growing an Older Audience.  

A total of 10 interviews were conducted to camera. 

                                                        
1 A gatekeeper is an individual who provided a link between Fabrica and related organisations 
or individuals 

Basket making with Annemarie O’Sullivan credit Daniel Yanez Gonzalez 
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3 Context 

3.1 Scoping study 

Older visitors had been identified as an underrepresented group amongst 
Fabrica’s audience2. Yet demographic trends, recent medical research into the 
health, well being and care of older people, and the growth and progressive 
regulation of the care sector, alongside developing agendas around quality of 
life and cultural rights for older people, indicated that there was an 
opportunity to develop older people as an audience for contemporary visual 
art.  

In the interests of furthering Fabrica’s commitment to the concept of diversity 
in all forms, formative research was carried out with Fabrica in 2009 to 
determine whether there was a market for older people – aged 70+ - to 
engage with CVA and if so, to identify the key criteria for enabling them to do 
so positively.  

A review of the literature undertaken on the benefits of engagement with art 
identified that there were multiple benefits for all to be gained from engaging 
with art, both through attendance and participation. These included social 
benefits – including entertainment, enjoyment and building friendships; 
physical and mental health benefits – such as keeping fit, keeping the mind 
active and reducing stress; learning benefits – increasing knowledge and 
understanding, developing skills and widening ones horizons; and personal 
benefits – increasing confidence and developing creativity.  

While such benefits of engaging with art may be universal, the primary 
research identified that the impacts that engaging with art has on older 
people are in many cases more profound. This was due to a number of 
reasons linked to age and life-stage:  

• There are many studies into the positive health benefits of engagement 
with art for older people3. Health benefits of participation amongst older 
people have been found to include significantly better health, lower use of 

                                                        
2 Data taken from 170 exit surveys were conducted by volunteers at Fabrica between 11 July and 

09 August 2009. 

3 Turning Point: a strategy for the contemporary visual arts in England, Arts Council England. 
‘This is living’: Good Times: Art for older people at the Dulwich Picture Gallery, Oxford Institute 
for Ageing Report, November 2010. 
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medication, reduced levels of depression and fewer visits to the doctor, 
than those who do not participate. 

• Older people are at risk of social detachment, leading to a narrowing of 
contact with others and a reduction in active participation in societal and 
recreational activities. Engagement with art can combat social detachment 
amongst older people through visiting or participating as part of a 
friendship group, through offering volunteering opportunities and via 
contact with others, such as the organisation’s staff and volunteers, as well 
as other visitors.  

• Engagement with art promotes active ageing, based on the principles of 
independence, participation, dignity, care and self-fulfilment. Maintaining 
quality of life is one crucial element to active ageing and engagement in 
the arts is one activity that helps older people to live as enjoyable a life in 
old age as they did previously.  

• Engagement in the arts offers intellectual benefits to all. Engaging with the 
arts helps keep minds sharp, which is especially important for older 
people. The research identified that CVA was particularly beneficial in this 
respect as it enables older people to feel connected to the present and 
keeps their minds open to new ideas and ways of thinking.  

 
Alongside the generic benefits of engagement in the arts for older people, the 
primary research identified that Fabrica offers a uniquely appealing 
proposition for positively engaging older people.  

• CVA is viewed as a relatively inaccessible art form by many people; this 
view is particularly pronounced amongst older people, who often lack the 
confidence to evaluate it. However, the research demonstrated that even 
when older people were resistant to the idea of engaging with CVA, they 
enjoyed the Fabrica environment, and saw the artwork at Fabrica as 
something different, engaging and enjoyable. 

• Fabrica offers visitors a highly rewarding experience in return for a 
relatively low level of investment. Entry is free and, once inside, the venue  
is felt to be a comfortable, easy space. Limited in size, Fabrica also offers a 
short and manageable visit to older people. In return, visitors report 
profound emotional and spiritual impacts from the visit experience. 
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• Fabrica encourages visitors to discuss the works openly and ask questions. 

This is particularly important for those older people who are not entirely 
confident in interpreting CVA independently and wish to discuss it with 
each other, staff members or volunteers. Older people are also keen to 
form their own opinions about the artworks, whether positive or negative. 
This idea of ‘open dialogue’, a central belief of Fabrica, is a crucial element 
in putting older visitors at ease.  
 

While evidence demonstrated that the impact of Fabrica on older people was 
clearly profound, Fabrica’s reach, and therefore ability to deliver these 
benefits to larger numbers of older people, was limited due to a number of 
important barriers. These barriers fell into two key areas:  

Crossing the threshold – Fabrica had a low profile amongst older people 
within Brighton & Hove, while internally the building was very welcoming, 
externally it was very off-putting and unwelcoming for many. Although older 
people might be open to visiting Fabrica, there was an issue convincing 
gatekeepers, who might hold very negative attitudes to CVA. Finally, transport 
was a real issue for many older people when it came to physically accessing 
the venue.  

Deepening engagement – The initial study conducted by MHM determined that 
there was no need to change the core programme offer, however, developing 
or adapting aspects of the existing offer to better meet the needs of older 
people would enable deeper engagement with the art. It was suggested that 
this should include changing the timing of some events, and the development 
of specific intergenerational activities, tailored volunteering opportunities and 
some key events specifically designed for older people.  
 

Importantly, addressing these barriers in order to enable Fabrica to better 
meet the needs of more older people would fit within the existing values of the 
organisation and would not necessitate any fundamental change to the 
programme offer.  

Based on these findings, the following plan was suggested: 

1. Develop a plan to disseminate the research findings and implications. 
Targeting public health, geriatric and community health professionals, 
journals, and arts and culture press. 

2. Become recognised as advocates for the benefits of older people engaging 
with CVA through a media campaign – targeting the quality press and 
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journalists with an interest in older people, such as Joan Bakewell and 
Polly Toynbee.  

3. Use the research findings to build the case for improving signage and 
developing the building’s exterior to make it more open and welcoming, 
encouraging more people – and especially older people – to benefit from 
the visit experience.  

4. Use the findings of the research to strengthen existing and develop new 
partnerships across health, community, voluntary and care home sectors, 
in order to reach more older people through a programme of audience 
development and engagement activity.  

5. Develop a costed programme of activity over two to three years, with clear 
targets to engage with a larger number of older people through the work 
of Fabrica. Programme to include research into engaging with 
gatekeepers, the development of a volunteering programme for older 
people and the training of volunteer advocates, as well as free workshops, 
events and outreach activities aimed at positively engaging older people 
with CVA and Fabrica. As well as monitoring and evaluation of the project. 
Test and approach suitable funders for support.  

3.2 Steering group 

An intitial Steering Group for Growing an Older Audience was established to 
create the intellectual and practical foundation for the development and 
delivery of the programme.  

The members of the steering group were carefully selected to include advisors 
from different disciplines (Arts, Social Care and Health).  

The Steering Group comprised: 

Dr Nicola Gainsborough 

Nicola is a physician, who’s main interest is in stroke and elderly medicine. 
She runs the stroke unit at Royal Sussex County Hospital. Nicola is also 
involved in undergraduate medical education at Brighton & Sussex Medical 
School (BSMS) and has been since its inception. She has a long-standing 
interest in the arts and in the use of literature and visual art in education and 
training. 
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Ron Hassell 

Now retired, Ron was Assistant County Librarian, East Sussex County Council 
where he directed the County’s Arts support programme, (i.e. administering 
grants, awards, purchases, developing policy, etc.). Previous/current Board 
roles include: Chair, Citizens Advice Bureau. Chair of the Board of Governors 
Carlton Hill School, with, at one stage, responsibility for oversight of SEN. Ron 
recently completed an honours degree in Creative Studies, at the University of 
Sussex. Ron was a Trustee of Fabrica at the time before retiring. 

Laurence Hill – Project Co-ordinator 

Laurence is Head of Audiences at Fabrica. This covers a number of areas 
including: marketing, audience and venue development, business 
development, sponsorship, social networking and visitor experience. He is also 
diversity champion for the organisation, has been involved in writing Fabrica’s 
diversity and dignity at work policies and wrote the organisation’s diversity 
action plan. He is particularly interested in broadening the accepted meaning 
of cultural diversity to include older people. 

Phyllida Shaw 

Phyllida is a facilitator, writer and researcher with 20 years of freelance 
experience in the voluntary and public sectors, and specialising in the arts. 
Clients have included the five Arts Councils of the British Isles, government 
departments, local authorities, grant-making trusts, higher education 
institutions and a wide range of cultural and voluntary organisations. She is 
an adviser to grant-making trusts, an associate lecturer on the MA in Arts & 
Cultural Management at the University of Sussex and a research associate at 
the Cities Institute, London Metropolitan University. She is a member of the 
National Union of Journalists. Phyllida is Chair of Fabrica’s Board of Trustees. 

Dr Paul Davies  

Paul is Reader in Philosophy, Centre for Literature and Philosophy, and Deputy 
Head of School (School of History, Art History and Philosophy) University of 
Sussex. His work is primarily in the phenomenological and Kantian 
philosophical traditions and he has published papers on aesthetics, poetics, 
ethics and religion. 

He is currently engaged on a research project that addresses our obligations 
and relations to futures we will never know, futures that necessarily exclude 
us. It is interesting to see to what extent the idea of such a future might affect 
or qualify the way in which we thematize or express our own finitude. 
Philosophy has often turned to the question of how death is best thought, 
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described and approached. It has often wondered what, if anything, can count 
as an exemplary or appropriate death? To begin to disentangle the moralising 
and normative assumptions bound up with some of these moves is to begin to 
arrive at richer and far more varied descriptions of the ends and endings of a 
life.  

http://www.sussex.ac.uk/philosophy/people/peoplelists/person/658 

Dr Andreas Hiersche  

Andreas has been working as Macmillan Consultant in Palliative Medicine in 
Brighton & Hove since 1998. In addition to clinical work he has always been 
interested in pre- and postgraduate education. For some years Andreas has 
been exploring ways to engage the public in thinking about issues relating to 
dying and death long before it becoming an unavoidable reality for the 
individual. The chance to work with artists and their audiences offers an 
exciting opportunity to explore views and opinions beyond the constraints of 
conventional doctor-patient interactions. 

Jan McFadyen  

Jan has recently retired after a career based in cancer and palliative care 
nursing. The last ten years have been focussed on the care of older people 
experiencing ill health due to chronic illness, and those of any age with a 
progressive, long-term neurological condition. An increasing part of this work 
was in providing individuals with the knowledge and tools required to make 
decisions about their dying experience. Her part-time post-retirement career 
has taken her back to the hands-on clinical care of dying people, as part of a 
Hospice at Home Team. Her academic and research training is in History and 
Social Science, and the rationale for her work comes from the teaching of 
Paulo Freire, that the future is not something hidden in a corner but is created 
by us in the present. 

Liz Whitehead 

Liz is a co-founder and Co-Director of Fabrica. At Fabrica her portfolio of 
responsibilities includes: exhibition and education programming, where she 
leads on developing the philosophy, rationales and strategies for Fabrica’s 
audience development plans. She also works directly with artists, educators 
and delivery project managers on developing the exhibitions and education 
projects for the gallery. Liz also works on a freelance basis with CHIS (Care 
Home Insurance Service) an independent insurance broker providing services 
to the care sector.  
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The Steering Group met 2-3 times in total to: 

• Establish the central themes of the programme 

• Key areas of crossover between arts and health professionals 

• Act as a critical friend to the development of the programme activity, 
research and evaluation process. 

As the programme took shape project delivery teams (which include some of 
the Steering Group) took over this critiquing role. 

Special Daytime Event Relativity with Nicola Benge credit Daniel Yanez Gonzalez 
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4 Objectives and strategy 

4.1 Programme development 

Building on the foundations of the formative research, Liz Whitehead worked 
closely with the rest of the Steering Group and the freelance team who would 
deliver the activities to identify and develop a series of interlocking projects 
that together would deliver an extensive programme of organisation-wide 
activity which sought to increase attendance by and participation of older 
visitors. 

Growing an Older Audience was designed from the outset to be a flexible and 
agile programme that would develop as a direct result of the varying needs of 
its participants.  

Fabrica reiterated that cross-disciplinary partnership was central to the 
development and delivery of the programme, and the financial sustainability 
of its most important elements beyond the project funding, was of major 
significance. 

The programme objectives and deliverables as envisaged by Fabrica were 
mapped out in the following way: 
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PROGRAMME PERCEPTION & 
DISSEMINATION 

ENVIRONMENT SKILLS, 
KNOWLEDGE & 
SENSIBILITIES 

ADVOCACY & 
MARKETING 

Steering 
Group  

CCE art 
courses 

Humanities –
based 
discussions 

Outreach 
photography 
projects 

New 
contacts 
(marketing) 

Social 
Art 
Events 

WRVS 
Project 

Website 
 

Press 
Plan 

Volunteer 
training & 
Development 

Volunteer-led 
marketing, 
advocacy & 
audience 
research 

window 

seating 

signage 

Artist & 
volunteer 
training 

Second 
Sight 

Armchair 
Critics 

ENVIRONMENT 
1. Implementation of 
Equality Assessment 
(Mar 2011) 
 
 

ADVOCACY & MARKETING 
3. Audience surveys for each 
exhibition to establish 
baseline. (Mar 2011) 
2. Establish 5yr projection for 
increasing older audiences. 
(Jun 2010). 
4. Exhibitions & events 
marketed via health & social 
partners. 
6. 10 x new marketing 
/delivery partners (Mar 2011) 
7. 3 x new health, social care 
partners (Mar 2011). 
13. Evidence of value 
expressed health, social care 
partners.  

DELIVERABLES 

PERCEPTION & 
DISSEMINATION 
5. Media & dissemination 
plan ( plan to include 
timetable & milestones for 
2 x regional /national 
profile-raising events (17); 
3 x new media 
/dissemination partners 
(15); web dissemination; 
research publication (16) 
(Jun 2010)  
 
12. Evidence of 
organisational learning and 
expertise published online 
(Dec 2010). 
14. 6 x presentations to 
professionals about work in 
progress (TPSE, B&HAC, 
ENGAGE) 
 

PROGRAMME 
8. Quality of life – 
planning/evaluation 
toolkit (Dec 2010) 
10 & 12. Evidence of 
organisational 
learning and 
expertise (Dec 2010) 
 
 

‘Quality of 
life’ planning 
toolkit 

SKILLS, 
KNOWLEDGE & 
SENSIBILITIES 
11. Training/CPD 
programme. 
 
 

METHODS 

1. Increasing and deepening 
engagement with contemporary 
visual art for older people 

• Increase the number of older 
visitors to Fabrica’ 

• Building on existing work and 
the current staff and volunteer 
team 

• Developing partnerships with 
the gatekeepers to older 
audiences 

• Improving the accessibility of 
the venue (Fabrica). 

 

Exhibition 
development 
 

2. Broadening Fabrica’s perspective and 
the experience of other 
participants/visitors in relation to older 
people, their interests and opinions  

• Developing the artistic programme 
through engagement with older 
people. 

• Increasing participation of older 
people through volunteering. 

 

3. Measure our impact, reflect on, 
improve and disseminate our practice  
 

• Audience data collection and 
analysis. 

• Evaluation 
• Mentoring 
• Dissemination via website, press, 

and events  

AIMS & OBJECTIVES 

Diversify 
volunteer 
programme 

Mentoring 

 
Growing an Older Audience: Delivery model  
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4.2 Strategy tree 

The Growing an Older Audience programme delivery model was refined and 
developed in consultation with Fabrica to map out how each of the elements 
of the programme of activity related to the overarching objectives of the 
project and back into the vision of Fabrica itself. 

The resultant strategy tree makes a clear link between what was being 
delivered and to what ends. In devising the strategy tree we were able to 
identify a series of measureable outcomes from the project to be measured 
through the evaluation process.  

The strategy tree was used as a guide for the programme and as the basis for 
developing the evaluation activity, ensuring that the final approach took into 
account the individual, organisational and wider outcomes and impacts of 
Growing an Older Audience against the stated vision, mission, aims and 
objectives of the project, and Fabrica as an organisation. 
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Raise the profile 
of Fabrica and its 

work

Demonstrate 
value and share 

best practice

Programme Environment
Skills, knowledge 
and sensibilities 

Advocacy and 
marketing

Perception and 
dissemination

Activities 1a. Window ✔

1b. Seating ✔

1c. Signage ✔

2a. Website ✔ ✔

2b. Press plan ✔

3a. Steering group ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

3b, Quality of life planning toolkit ✔ ✔

4. Exhibition development ✔ ✔

5a. & 5b. Outrearch projects ✔ ✔

5c. WRVS outreach project ✔

6a. & 6b. Social arts events ✔ ✔

6c. Special events ✔

7. Humanities-based discussion ✔

8. CCE art courses ✔

9. Armchair critics ✔

9. Second Sight ✔ ✔

10. Artist and volunteer training ✔ ✔

11. Mentoring ✔

12a. Diversify volunteer programme ✔ ✔

12b. Volunteer-led marketing and advocacy ✔ ✔

13a. & 13b. Evaluation ✔ ✔

14. Project development and management ✔

 1. Delivery of 
programme of 
exhibitions, events, 
projects and 
courses, developed 
through engagemet 
with older people

2. Implimentation of 
Equality Assessment 

3. Training / CPD 
programme 

4. Quality of life 
planning / 
evaluation toolkit

5. Audience 
research, data 
collection and 
analysis

6. Media and 
dissemination plan - 
development and 
delivery 

7. Programme  
evaluation study

An artistic and 
education 

programme that 
appeals to and 

meets the needs of 
older people

Accessible, 
welcoming gallery 
space that older 

people feel 
comfortable in

All staff, volunteers 
and partners 

understand how to 
meet the needs of 

older people

Effective marketing 
and advocacy of the 
organisation's work 

to older people

Recognised as 
leading the sector 

practice on engaging 
older people

Fabrica profile

7. Nature of press 
coverage

8. Value expressed 
by health and social 
care partners

GROWING AN OLDER AUDIENCE - STRATEGY TREE

Organisational vision

Mission

Programme vision

Impact measures

Visitor profile and experience

1. Number of older visitors to Fabrica 

2. Depth of engagement with Fabrica and 
journey travelled 

3. Value of engagement to older people

Organisational change

4. Evidence of organisational learning and 
the development of new expertise and 
sustainable ways of working 

5. Staff / volunteers / partner knowledge, 
understanding and confidence working 
with older people

6. Volunteer profile

The highest quality work for the widest possible audience

Broadening Fabrica's perspective and the experience of other participants / visitors in relation 
to older people, their interests and opinions

Increasing and deepening engagment with contemporary visual art for older people

Outcomes

Develop an older audience profile  for 
Fabrica / CVA

Deliver organisational change

Deilver an artistic programme that 
meets the needs of older people

Outputs

Strategies

Aims

Objectives
Place the engagement needs of older 
people at the centre of organisational 

practice
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5 Inputs and outputs 

This chapter summarises the activities and the outputs that have been 
delivered to date under the Growing an Older Audience umbrella within each 
strategy area and the resources required to deliver the programme to date.  

5.1 Programme 

A key strategy for Growing an Older Audience was the development and 
delivery of a programme of exhibitions and events aimed at engaging older 
people with Fabrica and CVA.  

Exhibitions 

Exhibitions between October 2010 and November 2012 of Growing an Older 
Audience were designed to be accessible for older people (sightlines, 
movement, interpretation etc.) as well as having themes which are resonant 
for older people. The following exhibitions were staged during this 
programme: 

 

Martin Parr: House of Vernacular (2 October – 28 November 2010) 

For The House of Vernacular Martin Parr selected seven collections of images 
by commercial and amateur photographers from across the globe, and 
worked with Fabrica’s creative team to locate them within a specifically 
constructed environment within the building. A total of 14,355 visits were 
made to this exhibition. 

 

Janet Cardiff: The Forty Part Motet (1 April – 20 May 2011) 

The Forty Part Motet was a sound installation by Canadian artist, Janet Cardiff 
based on the renaissance choral music Spem in Alium (1573) by Thomas 
Tallis. A total of 38,432 visits were made to this exhibition. 
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Stephane Cauchy: Cascade (9 July – 29 August 2011) 

Cascade was a ‘kinetic sculpture’ in which nine buckets were suspended from 
the roof, over a large pool. As they filled with water, they tipped and emptied, 
releasing their contents into the pool below. A total of 12,609 visits were made 
to this exhibition. 

Melanie Manchot: Gathering (8 October – 27 November 2011) 

Gathering comprised two films: in Walk (Square) a thousand schoolchildren 
stream out of their school gates and become part of a vast choreographed 
crowd in the square outside the Deichtorhallen in Hamburg. For Celebration 
(Cyprus Street) Manchot worked with the residents of Cyprus Street to produce 
a film portrait of East End residents. A total of 5,613 visits were made to this 
exhibition. 

The Otolith Group: I See Infinite Distance between Any Point and Another (14 April 
– 27 May 2012) 

The intimate portrait of poet, painter and philosopher Etel Adnan. Central to 
the film, made largely in her Paris apartment, is a reading of extracts from her 
recently published poem The Sea. The sound of Adnan’s voice and the quiet 
but ever present ambient noise in her apartment create a film with a 
powerful, meditative atmosphere. Recognised as one of the most distinctive 
voices in contemporary art, The Otolith Group has exhibited world wide and 
was nominated for the Turner Prize in 2010. A total of 8,057 visits were made 
to this exhibition. 

Annemarie O’Sullivan: Cluster (7 July – 27 August 2012) 

Cluster is a large-scale installation comprising a series of woven sculptures 
that allow the visitor to move in and around them. The work, combined with 
the architecture of the building, create both a social space in which to gather 
and play and a space of quiet contemplation. A total of 9,338 visits were made 
to this exhibition. 

No Olho da Rua: The Beautiful Horizon (6 October – 4 November 2012) 

living on the streets of Belo Horizonte and artists Julian Germain, Patricia 
Azevedo and Murilo Godoy. Using borrowed camera equipment, the young 
participants document their lives and work with the artists to edit, publish and 
distribute the results. The No Olho da Rua (In the Eye of the Street) project 
shows how photography has been used to intervene in the urban landscape 
and serves as a powerfully expressive platform for the socially and 
economically excluded. A total of 9,831 visits were made to this exhibition. 
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Future programme 

Growing an Older Audience has impact on Fabrica’s long term programme 
plans. Liz Whitehead is developing a five-year cycle of exhibitions and events 
about the experience of ageing and death. 

Events, projects and courses 

Between October 2010 and December 2012, there have been over 100 events 
programmed as part of Growing an Older Audience, resulting in 1,324 visits. 
The majority of events were staged ay Fabrica, but some events for the less 
mobile participants took place in care homes and care centres. Some events 
were less formal than others, and may not be recorded here.  

The majority of these events were designed specifically for older people. 
However, some of the activities, such as intergenerational events, were 
attended by a range of age groups. 

Below is a list of all the key projects, events and courses which were fully or 
partially funded by Growing an Older Audience. Detail on attendance at these 
events can be found on page 45.  
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Special Day Time Events with Nicola Benge 

Working in collaboration with Nicola Benge from StrikeALight, Fabrica ran 
four free daytime events in 2011 and 2012, outside of the Fabrica exhibition 
programme. 

Each event approached a different theme; Storytelling, Family, Laughter and 
Ritual. Each theme was explored through drop-in activities using drawing, 
making, dance, performance, writing and chatting. The visitors could use the 
day as a taster for Fabrica and its methods of working. There was also a free 
café serving drinks and cake. These events attracted a broad spectrum of the 
older community. 

Three of the events also included early evening film showings that were 
attached to the daytime events - offering wine, nibbles and a film screening 
all for £1. These attracted a very adult intergenerational audience. 

Blog: http://strikealight.org/  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Re l a tiv ity 
 A d a y o f c re a tiv e  e v e nts c e l e br a tin g th e  th e m e o f f a m ily  

Tu esd a y 6th D e c e m b e r 11-4p m & 
Film  M id- A u g ust Lun c h 6-8.30p m  
F a bri c a , 40 Duk e  Stre e t, Brig hton BN11A G .   

For m ore  inform a tio n a b out th is FREE e v e n t, to b o o k 
a  p l a c e  for y ou or y our grou p , c ont a c t F a bri c a  
on: 01273 778 646 or e m a il                                    
o ffi c e@f a bri c a .org .uk  

An exciting, drop in, 
free event at F a bri c a  
gallery celebrating 
family life through        
moving memories 
from Orphan Films, 
family portraits with 
artist Jake Spicer,    
Curious Cases, a                  
contemporary slide 
reel of family rituals, 
and creative         
workshops with Jane 
Fordham.  
 
We follow this event 
with a cosy evening 
showing of the classic 
film M i d-A u g ust Lun c h 
with cushions, mulled 
wine, cocoa and 
mince pies, all for £1! 
 
Aimed at the whole            
community, especially                
older people. Enjoy 
talks, films, creative        
activities and tea.     
Visitors can relax, and 
encounter visual art in 
an entrancing, fun,  
creative way.  

      In collaboration with                     
 Strike a Light  

Special Daytime Event Stories from the City, Stories from the 
Sea with Nicola Benge credit Daniel Yanez Gonzalez 
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Working with Diverse Audiences with Naomi Kendrick 

Fabrica presented a series of practice sharing events for artists and other 
professionals working with the arts in health, social care, education and 
gallery settings.   

Jointly devised by Liz Whitehead, Co-director of Fabrica gallery, and artist 
Naomi Kendrick, the programme set out to explore various approaches to 
working with diverse audiences, using the contemporary visual arts.  

The programme drew directly on Naomi’s research into and practice of a 
multisensory approach to engaging with people about contemporary art.  It 
also drew on the perspectives of other artists, researchers, social care and 
health professionals, to articulate the challenges and opportunities particular 
to these contexts – both for artists and participants. 

Working with Diverse Audiences comprised workshops (£5 including lunch), 
professional presentations (free including refreshments) and peer critique 
sessions (£5 including refreshments). It aimed at giving participants a rounded 
learning experience, and encouraging best practice.  

Blog: http://amultisensoryapproach.blogspot.com/ 

 

Multi-Sensory Approach Workshop, credit Naomi Kendrick 
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Second Sight with Naomi Kendrick 

Second Sight workshops were regular events in Fabrica’s education 
programme – two events took place per exhibition. Led by artist Naomi 
Kendrick, the workshops explored the current exhibition through an audio 
described tour, and through sound, touch, smell, and group discussion. At the 
end of the session, participants had the chance to take part in a short 
discussion about their experience of the workshop. 

The workshops tended to attract a very mixed group, from the fully sighted, to 
visually impaired, to the blind. They were also of interest to professionals 
working with multi-sensory approaches, so Fabrica invited participants from 
the Working with Diverse Audiences to take part in Second Sight. 

This event was free and refreshments were provided. 

www.elephantproject.co.uk 

Blog: http://amultisensoryapproach.blogspot.com/ 

Second Sight credit Daniel Yanez Gonzalez 

Second Sight credit Daniel Yanez Gonzalez 
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Special Drawing Events with Jane Fordham 

These events took place once per Fabrica exhibition, and used themes within 
the show to explore experimental drawing. Events have taken very different 
approaches, including drawing to film, text and image, and performance. 

Participants of all drawing abilities were welcome to the events, and they 
were costed at only £3. This included materials, refreshments and gentle 
encouragement. 

Blog: http://smudgingandscratching.blogspot.com/ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Drawing from Word to 
Image credit Daniel Yanez 
Gonzalez 

Drawing to Film credit Eva 
Kalpadaki 

Flow credit Daniel Yanez 
Gonzalez 
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Going to See Culture Together with Jonathon Quarterman 

This was a monthly social event that brought older people together to discover 
new places, people and art in the city. Jonathan took the group to visit a varied 
selection of exhibitions, theatre productions, talks and even artist studios. 
Each event also included a chance to reflect on the visit, and take part in a 
simple exercise which was tailored to exploring the experience in further 
depth. 

The event was free to attend, including transport, entry and refreshments. 

Blog: http://squdio.co.uk/blog/ 

Gathering credit Daniel Yanez Gonzalez  
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Conversation Piece (aka Armchair Critics) with Lorenza Ippolito 

Once per Fabrica exhibition, artist Lorenza Ippolito ran this informal 
discussion event about themes in the current exhibition. A different guest 
speaker was invited to take part in each event. 

Subjects have included the representation of older people, our idea of utopia 
and ownership of heritage.  

Participants were invited to share their views or just listen if they preferred. 
The event was free - including tea and cake. 

Blog: http://armchaircrits.wordpress.com 

Whose Heritage, and Why is it Important? credit Daniel Yanez Gonzalez   
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Very Private View (VPV) 

Fabrica invited community groups to see the exhibition out of opening hours, 
for a special, private viewing of the show. The group had the space for one 
hour, and was joined by a Fabrica staff member or Volunteer Ambassador, 
who told them more about the exhibition, and what Fabrica does.  

Fabrica also provided refreshments and help with travel, all for free. 

Regular visitors were the Sussex MS Treatment Centre, and there were also 
visits from Pensioner Action, Carousel and Brighton Women’s Centre. 

These events created a chance for Fabrica to build a lasting and special 
relationship with a group, as well as bringing in people who might find 
visiting a contemporary visual art venue a daunting first-time experience. 

Somerset Day Centre visit Cluster, credit Jane Fordham 
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Photography Collaboration 

Local artist Elena Inga was commissioned to produce a photographic 
collaboration working with older people, over 2011 and 2012. Elena worked 
with around six older individuals who live in Brighton and Hove.  

In Autumn 2012 Elena will be running photographic workshops for two groups 
of older people, which will include visits to both the Brighton Photo Biennial 
and Fringe 2012 exhibitions. 

http://elenainga.wordpress.com/ 

Elena Inga Artist Talk, credit Daniel Yanez Gonzalez 

Jean, credit Elena Inga 
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Centre for Community Engagement (CCE) course with the University of Sussex, led 
by Nannette Aldred. 

This included the following: 

Exploring Art at Fabrica – Brighton Photo Biennial Exhibition, Autumn 2010 

Exploring Art at Fabrica – Brighton Festival Exhibition, Spring 2011 

Two courses were run at Fabrica, led by experienced CCE tutor Nannette 
Aldred. Designed to increase participants enjoyment of contemporary visual 
art, these courses introduced key themes within the current exhibitions, 
exploring wider connections through discussion in a lively and informal class. 
Each course included a field trip. 

Following a slow take up in the Autumn 2010 course, Fabrica offered a heavier 
supplement to the course which led to a fully booked course in Spring 2011. 

Participants over the age of 70 were offered a further discounted rate. 

Project in the Community: Patching Lodge Arts Week November 2011 

Following a visit from a Fabrica Ambassador, Patching Lodge contacted the 
project to see if Fabrica could be involved in its first ever Arts Week. 

Patching Lodge provides housing with care, assisted living, close care, 
continuing care housing, based in Brighton and Hove, run by Hanover.  

During the Arts Week, Fabrica put on two workshops at Patching Lodge – one 
by Jane Fordham and the other by Jonathan Quarterman. Fabrica also 
arranged an artist talk from local artist Chris Gilvan-Cartwright. A selection of 
Fabrica Volunteers helped to organize and display an exhibition of residents 
artwork, as well as run a programme of film screenings at the residence in 
their private cinema.  

Individuals from Patching Lodge also came to Fabrica to take part in a Second 
Sight workshop and a Going to See Culture Together event at Worthing Art 
Museum & Gallery. 

The week was very well received and has helped to establish a long-term 
relationship with Patching Lodge, it’s art club, and it’s participants. 
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Rendezvous 

Rendezvous was a collaboration with Fabrica, WRVS (New Larchwood Group 
Coldean and Memories Past Portslade), BME Elders (Black and Minority Ethic 
Elders) and Cécile Chevalier (University of Sussex). 

The project aimed to increase the engagement of elderly communities with 
Fabrica as a social space while creating a role and voice for its participants.  It 
aimed to do so by continuing developing their relationship with the gallery 
and tie in to the exhibitions at Fabrica. 

http://cecilechevalierblog.wordpress.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rendezvous Research Project: 'photo title on attached 
image’, credit Cecile Chevalier 
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5.2 Environment 

The formative research identified a number of key barriers preventing older 
people from engaging with Fabrica related to the physical environment. Whilst 
internally the building was felt to be very welcoming and accessible for older 
people, externally it was perceived as off-putting due to poor signage, 
contributing to a low profile for Fabrica amongst older people in the local area 
and reluctance to cross the threshold.  

An Equality Assessment in February 2009 also outlined a set of access 
shortfalls at Fabrica. This suggested a set of equipment purchases including 
seating and improved signage, as well as a large window into the gallery. 

Signage 

The nature of the listed building means that external signage for Fabrica is 
limited. This creates a problem for increasing incidental visits from older 
people. There have been no amendments to external signage as part of 
Growing an Older Audience. 

Internal signage is yet to have been addressed. A budget for this is to be 
created as part of the evaluation of the first 18 months of Growing an Older 
Audience. 

Seating 

Seating for 40 people has been purchased by Fabrica. The choice of this 
seating was made by older people participating in Growing an Older Audience. 

Window 

Plans for the window into the gallery are yet to be finalised. Fabrica 
recognises this is a key barrier for older visitors and continues to work with 
the local planning department to find an architecturally suitable solution.  
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5.3 Skills, knowledge and sensibilities 

Fabrica identified a need to develop the skills and sensibilities of staff, 
freelancers and volunteers when planning for and interacting with an older 
audience. A number of organisational development tools and activities were 
delivered as part of Growing an Older Audience.  

Quality of Life planning toolkit 

The Quality of Life planning toolkit was created in consultation with the 
Steering Group at the beginning of the project and has been used to develop 
the programme content. The toolkit brings together a range of indicators that 
are widely recognised in the health and social care sector. The toolkit is also 
therefore being used to evaluate the impact of Growing an Older Audience. 

Diversified Volunteer Team 

Fabrica has strategised its volunteer recruitment with the aim of broadening 
its volunteer profile to more closely match the profile of its audience. This has 
involved advertising at libraries and other destinations frequented by older 
visitors. Monitoring changes in the make up of the volunteer team throughout 
the remainder of the programme will continue. 

Volunteer training 

Volunteers at Fabrica undergo a thorough induction process which addresses 
interaction with different kinds of visitors. The induction process has been 
influenced by the ambition to grow an older audience for Fabrica, this will 
continue into the future by increasing the amount of training given to 
volunteers about older visitors specifically. 

Fabrica has increased the training opportunities available to Ambassadors 
(volunteers recruited to work specifically with Growing an Older Audience) by 
providing two training sessions specifically focussed on interacting with older 
people. These sessions were conducted by care professionals, who have also 
been trainers and who have worked as Fabrica volunteers themselves. 

Staff training and CPD programme 

Working with artist Naomi Kendrick has helped to develop a culture of good 
practice among staff. This has resulted in a staff training and CPD programme 
being implemented and which will continue during the second year of 
Growing an Older Audience.  
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Mentoring 

As the programme has developed, the skills and knowledge of Fabrica staff 
and volunteers in working with diverse audiences have also developed 
significantly. Mentoring, conducted by experienced Fabrica staff and 
volunteers, will be available to volunteers and staff who are less confident in 
working with diverse audiences. 

Evaluation 

As part of the evaluation process, Fabrica staff and volunteers were trained in 
evaluation techniques, including conducting interviewer-led quantitative 
surveys in the gallery space and carrying out qualitative interviews with older 
people.  

Training Fabrica staff and volunteers in these techniques was essential to 
ensure both the workability and sustainability of data collection throughout 
the life of Growing an Older Audience and beyond.  

Project management 

Fabrica took a new approach to delivering Growing an Older Audience. The 
programme of events was co-developed and has been implemented by a team 
of project managers. Project managers range from practicing artists to 
educators. 

Project managers took responsibility for their own projects, but also crucially 
came together to review and discuss the performance of projects and to 
identify ways of cross-marketing activities in order to encourage individual 
participants to try other activities in the programme. 

An overall programme co-ordinator, Clare Hankinson, was appointed for 
Growing an Older Audience. 

5.4 Advocacy and marketing 

The focus of this aspect of the programme was audience data capture - 
capturing data about visitors so as to measure if Fabrica was meeting its 
targets and fulfilling its Mission (‘The highest quality work for the widest 
possible audience’).  

Marketing list 

A centralised marketing list was created as part of Growing an Older Audience. 
This brought together contacts of older people previously gathered by Fabrica 
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with new contacts generated by Growing an Older Audience. This list includes 
those with and without email addresses.  

This list had grown from under 20 in April 2011 to over 318 by December 2012. 

Marketing list growth 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Newsletter 

The average ‘open rate’ for the Growing an Older Audience e-newsletter is 33% 
per campaign. The average click through rate is 1% per campaign. 
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Example newsletter 
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Website 

A key strategy for documenting and disseminating the programme was to 
create the website www.growingfabrica.org.uk. The website is regularly 
updated. 
 

Growing an Older Audience website 
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Blogs 

The majority of project managers have been writing blogs for key events and 
on-going project activities: 

Rendezvous: http://cecilechevalierblog.wordpress.com/ 

Photographic collaboration project: elenainga.wordpress.com 

Going to see culture together: http://squdio.co.uk/blog/ 

Director of Fabrica: http://intothatgoodnight.wordpress.com/ 

Armchair critics: http://armchaircrits.wordpress.com 

Second Sight: http://amultisensoryapproach.blogspot.com/ 

Special events: http://growinganolderaudience.wordpress.com/ 

Drawing events: http://smudgingandscratching.blogspot.com/ 
 

Volunteer-led marketing and advocacy 

This will be achieved through Volunteer Care Sector Ambassadors and 
Volunteer Community Ambassadors - Working with current volunteers to build 
partnerships with social care partners and community organisations. An 
increase in Ambassador activity will emerge towards the end of the 
programme. 

Marketing via health and social care partners 

The evaluation will be used as a dissemination tool to help create partnerships 
with health and social care partners. These partnerships will advocate the 
value of the programme to older people and gatekeepers. 

The first phase of this process has begun. Fabrica has been working with local 
care homes and health-related centres to disseminate information to their 
clients, and have done some special art projects with some of these centres to 
build on its relationship with the clients. 
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5.5 Perception and dissemination 

Information about the project is to be disseminated widely within the sector 
via a media and dissemination plan. This programme evaluation study will be 
used as part of the evidence for this. 

The structure of the media and dissemination plan is likely to take the 
following form: 

• A timetable and milestones for 2 x regional /national profile-raising 
events  

• 2 x new media /dissemination partners  

• Web dissemination  

• Research publications  

• Evidence of organisational learning and expertise published online  

• 6 x presentations to professionals about work in progress (TPSE, 
B&HAC, ENGAGE) 
 

5.6 Inputs 

Human resources 

Fabrica staff 

Fabrica employs 10 permanent staff, 9 of whom are part-time. All staff were 
asked to provide feedback on the impact of Growing an Older Audience on the 
organisation. While some staff worked closely with participants of the 
programme, others were less involved. 

£8,675.00 of the allocated Growing an Older Audience budget (up to November 
2011) was spent on the appointment of a project co-ordinator (Clare 
Hankinson). Clare is budgeted to work on the programme for 2-3 days a week 
and was appointed in March 2011. 

Project managers 

The majority of project managers had a longstanding relationship with 
Fabrica. There were 9 different project managers who were paid as 
freelancers. 
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Volunteers 

Approximately 20 volunteers have assisted with the running of the programme 
to date.  

Ambassadors 

An Ambassador Scheme was initiated as part of Growing an Older Audience in 
order to offer tailored visits to community groups and charities that want to 
know more about Fabrica. Ambassadors help to inform groups of what they 
might be interested in, and make those first crucial connections with 
community groups that can then be built on, strengthening Fabrica’s 
relationship with visitors. 

Fabrica Ambassadors also work at Fabrica, helping with Very Private Views 
and other Growing an Older Audience events, but also behind the scenes with 
admin that helps the Growing an Older Audience project keep moving forward. 

Ambassadors put themselves through two training sessions, after which they 
are paid £30 per community visit. Visits to potential gatekeepers have been 
limited, and the increased activity of ambassadors to ensure the sustainability 
of the programme which is discussed in more detail in chapter 11 
‘Conclusions’. 

There are currently five Ambassadors. 

Special Daytime Event Stories from the City, Stories from the Sea with Nicola Benge credit Daniel 
Yanez Gonzalez 
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Project delivery 

Direct costs 

There were 1,324 participants at events or projects that took place as part of 
the Growing an Older Audience programme. The table below describes the 
attendance at each event, and the direct costs incurred.  

Event No. 
events 

Staff 
sessions 

Freelance 
sessions 

Volunteer 
sessions 

Participants Cost* Ave. cost per 
participant 

Income 

Day Time Armchair Critics 9  12 9 68 £3,045 £44.78  

GTSCT 19  21 14 153 £3,810 £24.90  

Second Sight 19  20 35 122 £2,787 £22.84  

Very Private View 16 13 3 14 152 £915 £6.02  

SDE 7  7 1 138 £2,525 £18.30 £423.50 

MSA workshop 4  6  27 £965 £35.74 £135 

Professional Presentation 5 7 8 3 62 £1,410 £22.74  

Peer Crit 4  3  19 £330 £17.37  

Ambassador visit 7  3 4 23 £250 £10.87  

Film Screenings 3 3 3 5 104 £500 £4.81 £102 

Projects in the community 4  4 5 16 £1,170 £73.13  

Photography collaboration - - - - 19 - - - 

CCE Course - - - - 10 - - - 

Other events (inside of 
exhibition) 

3 2 3 4 85 £130 £1.53  

Other events (outside of 
exhibition 

4 7 9 19 258 £6,480 £25.11  

Human resource (exit 
survey data processing) 

- 51 - - - £1,235 - - 

TOTAL  104 32 102 113 1,227 £24,317 £19.82 £705.50 

* Costs primarily comprise of cost of freelance sessions. Value in kind from Fabrica staff and 

volunteers are not included. Projects which had no reported costs are not included in this table. 

Total costs 

The total cost of Growing an Older audience is £121,159.174. 

Marketing spend 

The marketing spend for exhibitions came from a separate budget to the 
Growing an Older Audience budget. The total marketing budget for each 
exhibition taking place during the evaluation period was: 

                                                        
4 From October 2010 to December 2012. 
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• Martin Parr: House of the vernacular: £4,444.88 

• Janet Cardiff: The forty part motet:  £3,043.90 

• Stephane Cauchy: Cascade: £3,701.90  

• Melanie Manchot: Gathering: £3,724.67 

• The Otolith Group: I See Infinite Distance between Any Point and 
Another:  £4,452.00 

• Annemarie O’Sullivan: Cluster: £3,402.00  

• No Olho da Rua: The Beautiful Horizon: £3,523.00 
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6 Outcomes – Older people 

6.1 Number of older visitors to Fabrica 

The total number of engagements with the Growing an Older Audience 
programme to date is over 5,400. This is comprised over just under 4,200 visits 
to the exhibitions made by visitors aged 70 or older, with a further 1,324 
participations in the Growing an Older Audience events and projects.  

Exhibition attendance 

The breakdown of visits made by older people to each of the four exhibitions 
that have taken place during the Growing an Older Audience programme to 
date is provided in the chart below.  
 

Exhibition attendance 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The proportion of visits from those aged 70+ to Fabrica during the Growing an 
Older Audience programme has varied been between 1% and 8%. 

The exhibition which attracted the highest proportion of visits from those aged 
70+ was Martin Parr: House of Vernacular (8%). This exhibition was part of the 
Brighton Photo Biennial 2010 and as a result received broader press coverage5 

                                                        
5 http://www.bpb.org.uk/news/ 
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than the other exhibitions. This could account in part for the high proportion 
of visitors over the age of 70 years old.  

While the proportion of visits to Janet Cardiff: The Forty Part Motet was lower, at 
5%, the high visit figures to the exhibition meant that the number of visits 
from those aged 70+ was higher than those for the Martin Parr exhibition. The 
Janet Cardiff exhibition was centred on a well-known piece of classical music. 

The Melanie Manchot  and the Otolith Group exhibitions, both film-based 
pieces, did not have the same pull for the older audience. 

In 2002/03, Fabrica reported that 1% of its audience was over the age of 65. 
This represented a smaller proportion of older visitors than peer CVA venues. 
In September 2009, 5% of visits to the John Grade exhibition were aged 70+.   
 

Proportion of visitors aged 65+ at UK art galleries6 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We consider the market for arts and culture7 to be 85% of the UK (16+) 
population. Approximately 7% of the total market for arts and culture are over 
the age of 70.  

                                                        
6 Fabrica age profile data source: Gallery Visitor Research 2002 – 2003, Sussex Arts Marketing. 
All other data source: Morris Hargreaves McIntyre primary research 
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The results demonstrate that the proportion of visits to Fabrica from those 
aged 70+ is now inline with other contemporary visual arts venues. This has 
been achieved from a very low benchmark figure in 2002/03.  

The distribution of older visitors within the audience at each exhibition also 
demonstrated the relative appeal that individual exhibitions can offer to older 
audiences and therefore the importance of collecting data over a longer time 
period to ensure an accurate representation of the audience as a whole, 
rather than at individual exhibitions.  

Visitor profile 

The profile of the older visitor to Fabrica differs from that of general visitors in 
a number of ways.  

The model on the following page shows the overall audience profile at 
Fabrica, and provides a commentary as to how the over 70s audience differs 
from this general profile.  

 

                                                                                                                                  
7 Taken from a UK-wide population survey of 4,500 people conducted by Morris Hargreaves 
McIntyre. The market for arts and culture consists of individuals who have or would consider 
taking part in arts and culture.   
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Just over half (54%) of visits made to Fabrica by visitors aged 70 or over as 
part of Growing an Older Audience were first time visits. Meaning that around 
2,264 visits made to Fabrica by older visitors during Growing an Older Audience 
were made by first time visitors to the venue.  

The survey results demonstrate that the older audience attracted to Fabrica 
has a significantly different profile to that of the general visitor. Older visitors 
are less ‘arts specialist’ than general visitors. They are more local – with 65% 
of older people based in Brighton, 5% from London and a further 28% from 
within the South East. They are also significantly more likely to be retired 
(78% of older visitors) and to be making a visit on their own.   

In appealing to older visitors Fabrica is attracting an entirely new audience to 
the venue, furthermore, that new audience is not simply an older version of 
Fabrica’s general audience but represents a new audience profile for visitors 
to the organisation; an audience that is characterised by being non-arts 
specialist, retired and living locally. 
 

Gender bias 

The typical CVA audience is younger, professionally involved in CVA and more 
likely to be female. Whilst the older audience attracted to Fabrica as part of 
Growing an Older Audience is less likely to have a professional involvement in 
the sector, the female gender bias remains. This was also noted by project 
managers, who pointed to a lack of male presence in some of the projects. 

‘I was just having a debrief with a couple of volunteers and it was a 
question about where are the men really. I suppose this is about 
accessibility and making it more accommodating for different people but it is 
a question - how could we make this interesting for different genders?’ 
Project manager, Going to see culture together 

‘We have been slowly building up an audience of older people and we have 
got a solid group of 5 to 10 ladies mainly.’ Project manager, Armchair critics 

‘Men have been invited. I think it is just that there are less men in the group 
that I initially went to visit and I am not sure they really have an interest. I 
don’t know. They just didn’t seem to come. I am not sure.’ Project manager, 

Armchair critics 
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6.2 Depth of engagement with Fabrica 

Motivations for a visit 

Older visitors to Fabrica exhibitions were asked what motivated their visit that 
day. The chart below illustrates the difference in the motivations of older 
visitors as compared with those of the overall audience at Fabrica. 
 

Visit motivations 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Broadly speaking, visitors over the age of 70 who visited Fabrica were more 
emotionally driven and less socially and intellectually driven than the overall 
audience.  

Specifically older visitors were more likely than all visitors to be motivated to 
visit to be moved or gain a deeper insight into art / the artist. They also sought 
space to reflect and contemplate. They were less likely to be motivated to visit 
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in order to stimulate their own creativity or to be making a casual social visit 
to see the building.  

Outcomes of a visit 

As well as being asked the motivations for their visit, visitors to Fabrica were 
asked what they had got out of their visit. The model below illustrates the 
difference in visit outcomes between visitors over the age of 70 and the overall 
audience at Fabrica.  

 
Visit outcomes  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Older visitors reported having highly emotional outcomes from a visit. While 
this is the case for the audience as a whole it was more pronounced for older 
visitors. Those aged 70 or over were significantly more likely to have gained a 
deeper insight into art / the artist, as well as to have been moved emotionally, 
to have felt a strong sense of personal connection and to have seen awe-
inspiring works.  
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The emotional impact of visiting Fabrica, and participating in Growing an Older 
Audience projects seems to have be profound on the older participants in 
particular. 

 
‘I think when I am actually doing it; it is something that takes me away from 
everything else. It is the level of sort of concentration where in a way you get 
in the zone and I like doing it because the rest of my life is busy, you know I 
go to work, it is stressful, I have kids and I have all of the life that everyone 
else does which is complex and to come here this is my little bit of pure 
escapism and me time.’ Drawing class 

‘There was some tears, emotional stories and values in terms of getting 
older and having their family to support them that was really important and 
they were often close to tears or all in tears.’ Project manager, Rendezvous project 

 
Visit experience 

Respondents were asked to rate the extent they agreed with a series of 
statements, where '0' was 'not at all' and '10' was 'very strongly'. The model 
below presents the mean response of the overall audience against the mean 
response of the over 70 audience. 

 
Visit experience 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Older visitors to Fabrica were more likely than the audience as a whole to 
state that they enjoyed themselves, that they experienced something different 
or new, that they were encouraged to think or see things differently and that 
they developed their knowledge of the artists and the creative process used.  
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They were less likely to have felt confident in expressing their opinion of the 
work, to have had the opportunity to interact with other or to have improved 
their general understanding of CVA.  

Interestingly, they were less likely than the general audience to feel that the 
physical design of the gallery had limited their engagement.  

6.3 Value of engagement with Fabrica 

Each element of the Growing an Older Audience programme was designed 
around the following series of Quality of Life Indicators. The indicators were 
developed in consultation with the Steering Group, building on recognised 
research in the social care sector. The indicators were used to measure the 
impact of Growing an Older Audience on the participants themselves. 

 
Quality of Life indicators 
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This section explores the degree to which Growing an Older Audience made an 
impact on these indicators. It also reveals unexpected outcomes. 

Autonomy 

Engagement with art promotes active ageing, based on the principles of 
independence, participation, dignity, care and self-fulfilment. Maintaining 
quality of life is one crucial element to active ageing and engagement in the 
arts is one activity that helps older people to live as enjoyable a life in old age 
as they did previously.  

Able to initiate, choose, and enact choice 

Some participants have reported the importance of being able to make their 
own decisions, and select events of interest to them. 

‘Especially as being in the old group, you know it would be very easy just to 
think ‘I can’t do that’ and not to get involved with installations and videos 
and things like that. ‘Nothing in there for me’. It’s a very, very blinkered way 
of looking at life.’ Drawing class 

‘It is very important to me and I think at the moment with the way things are 
financially it is just such a shame that there are going to be more and more 
pressures on all of these things that people; that enrich peoples lives and I 
would just love to you know keep this I think it is very important.’ Drawing 

class 

‘I have had a stressful year like a lot of people not knowing whether I have 
got a job or not and all that sort of stuff, and to be able to come and do 
something else and express yourself in another way, you know I think it is 
good for your mental health.’ Drawing class 

Voice (creative expression, opinion) 

One of the most significant impacts of the programme has been the extent to 
which it has broadened horizons and provoked changes in opinion and 
perspective. It has encouraged participants to put forth their opinion in 
healthy debate. Participants have reported feeling inspired and challenged. 

‘It has inspired me, because it’s so different.’ Relativity event 

‘I think it’s changed my perspective about artists.’ Relativity event 

‘I probably have a more rounded opinion of painting and art, because of my 
introduction to Fabrica.’ Going to see culture together 

‘Yes I think it has broadened my mind quite a lot.’ Going to see culture together 

Workshop with Cecile 
Chevalier for the Rendezvous 
Research Project credit Cecile 
Chevalier 
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‘I think they are being given a voice and they are marginal and on the 
fringes of society and I think it is an opportunity for them to say something 
in an indirect way and in a subtle way.’ Project manager, photography project 

‘It is a more balanced opinion and I think it is nice that they have a voice.’ 
Project manager, photography project 

‘They’re just completely unafraid of sharing their opinions, which is really 
lovely.’ Volunteer, Going to see culture together 

The programme has encouraged some participants to approach art with a 
more open mind, while others have reported being more curious about art. 

‘Again more curious. I am looking at things a bit rather more than ignoring 
it.’ Stories from the city event 

‘It hasn’t changed the way I feel about art, but it’s given me a different 
outlook I suppose in some ways because I think well art can be anything 
from a contemporary water feature to actual paintings and still life.’ Relativity 

event 

‘Someone else said they thought the exhibition was pointless but they are 
quite intrigued about what the next one is so they are going to come next 
time.’ Project manager, Second sight 

‘I think with art you need to keep an open mind, and explore different things 
that you haven’t done before, and it’s very good to stretch yourself and sort 
of do different things. And I think Fabrica does that, it really does. Sort of 
gives you a different aspect.’ Relativity event 

 
Social contact 

While the impacts of a visit to Fabrica tend to be emotional for older people, 
the most significant impact reported of Growing an Older Audience projects 
was social. As highlighted in the formative research study, older people are at 
risk of social detachment, leading to a narrowing of contact with others and a 
reduction in active participation in societal and recreational activities. Growing 
an Older Audience has created friendships among a network of older people, 
increasing happiness and well-being.  

Meeting new people 

‘I haven’t found anything I haven’t liked. Every time I have been here I have 
thoroughly enjoyed it and today is another experience with all the different 
people and yes very interesting.’ Stories from the city event 
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‘You always meet somebody interesting here and quite often like you see 
people in the street and you think oh I wonder what they are like you know, 
what do they do, and then if they turn up at the class then it is an 
opportunity to meet other people yeah.’ Drawing class 

‘It’s just an ongoing sort of like big family going out and out and out and 
out which is wonderful.’ Drawing class 

‘It is a nice core group of people but then with changing faces it is great and 
I find it very stimulating. I don’t think there is much that I could say would 
improve it quite honestly.’ Drawing class 

‘You meet all sorts of people from all different walks of life and if you get 
talking to them they are interesting.’ Stories from the city event 

‘I have met more people and made friends here today and we are going to 
meet afterwards.’ Stories from the city event 

‘Well I have met a lot more people coming here. I have met lots of people.’ 
Stories from the city event 

‘I have got to know some really nice people here.’ Stories from the city event 

‘Normally today I wouldn’t be out, and I’ve met 2 or 3 people that I know 
and we’ve had a chat. So not only having looked at the installations that are 
here, but it’s also a social thing.’ Relativity event 

‘Actually another nice thing is that you meet your old cronies. Because I’ve 
seen about...there is a sort of network of older people, I suspect there are 
some older people that never go out, that you might not see for a few 
months, and you come to a place like this, and sure enough they’re here.’ 
Relativity event 

‘It’s communal. It’s something communal. People that you feel affectionate 
towards, but you’re not necessarily close friends. It’s good to catch up.’ 
Relativity event 

Workshop with Cecile 
Chevalier for the Rendezvous 
Research Project credit Cecile 
Chevalier 
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Project managers and participants have highlighted the importance of the 
mixed age groups at events. This resulted in different perspectives and 
opinions which in turn prompted older people to feel confident in expressing 
themselves. 

‘People go to work and a lot of people don’t talk to older people do they, and 
that is just life, it is not being horrible is it, that is just a fact of life isn’t it. 
There is old and young in here isn’t there and so it is a good mix of 
everybody isn’t it. It is nice, really nice.’ Relativity event 

‘I am quite sort of passionate about not segregating different audiences and 
it is a discussion and so in a discussion it is quite good to have a mix of 
people.’ Project manager, Second sight  

‘The way that older people are with younger people is very supportive in a 
very, very low key way. Older people around stretch people you know. It 
stops you being stuck in the way that you are used to thinking and it also 
expands things but it is also very supportive.’ Project manager, Drawing project  

‘It (drawing events) attracts people that are used to working in art, feel quite 
confident in making art but also people that have never done anything in 
their lives and it is not about age which I think is a really positive thing so 
you get a really broad mix of people doing it which is enjoyable for 
everyone.’ Project co-ordinator, Growing an Older Audience  

Meeting like-minded people 

While some participants embraced the differences among groups, others were 
happiest when meeting like-minded people. This was particularly prevalent 
among practicing artists at the Drawing Class. 

‘I think it is a very positive experience. I enjoy the connection with the group 
of people that have similar interests.’ Drawing class 

‘They have events that are very people oriented and we meet other like 
minded people which is good.’ Going to see culture together 

New arenas for social contact 

Some participants were new to CVA and some of the experiences they had 
during Growing an Older Audience involved being out of their comfort zone. 
However, the majority of participants were comfortable in a CVA arena. 

‘I probably wouldn’t have gone on my own to a sculpture exhibition because 
I have not had much to do with sculpture and have never done it and it was 
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interesting to see that and hear other people’s remarks about it.’ Going to see 

culture together 

‘I think they didn’t really care as long as it was something social. I think that 
yes they probably had had contact with contemporary art but it isn’t their 
main focus. I think their real interest is in keeping in contact with people 
and if it is through contemporary art they are really happy about that.’ 
Project manager, Armchair critics  

 

Self esteem 

While very little primary evidence of ‘giving to others’ or ‘having the 
opportunity to share, exchange or collaborate’ was collected, additional 
impacts were reported around happiness and increased self-confidence. Both 
highly powerful and rewarding outcomes for older people engaging with 
Growing an Older Audience.  

Happier 

Being involved with Growing an Older Audience has made participants happier 
in their lives. Participants often found it difficult to articulate the root of this 
happiness, but were often extremely grateful to Fabrica for the opportunities 
they had been offered.  

‘It hasn’t changed me it has just added to my experiences.’ Stories from the city 

event 

‘Oh so much joy. It tells you everything. You know you learn so much by a 
painting.’ Stories from the city event 

‘Again very content. That is the word content.’ Stories from the city event 

‘I can only say that if I couldn’t come here I would be quite upset. If I lost 
out on not going to a live class I would be quite bereft almost I think.’ 
Drawing class 

‘It is just amazing and I regard myself fantastically lucky to have found it.’ 
Drawing class 

‘Someone else said they enjoyed telling their wife about it when they got 
home.’ Project manager, Second Sight 

‘I loved it I thought it was one of the best afternoons I had had in years.’ 
Second Sight 

Workshop with Cecile 
Chevalier for the Rendezvous 
Research Project credit Cecile 
Chevalier 
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Increased self-confidence 

The majority of participants felt that their self esteem was already high before 
participating in the programme. Some participants who were less familiar 
with CVA reported feeling more confident as a result of Growing and older 
audience. 

‘More confident.’ Stories from the city event  

‘Very much loved it and the installation we did afterwards it somehow takes 
the mystery out of public art and the hands on experience helped me to 
understand it better. Our impromptu response was great fun and we were 
rather proud.’ Second Sight 

‘You don’t always realise what things do to you, and it can. It can sort of 
build up your confidence I suppose can’t it? When you’re talking to different 
people.’ Relativity event 

 
Intellectual stimulation 

Engagement in the arts offers intellectual benefits to all. Older people 
participating in Growing an Older Audience reported doing, seeing, 
experiencing and learning new things was essential to their enjoyment of the 
programme. 

New things to do (variety of activities) 

‘No, not like this it is lovely. I was even asked if I would like to do some 
drawing. My husband is the drawer out of the two of us he is a good drawer 
but I can’t draw at all but the young man said that I could have a go.’  
Relativity event 

‘They were really stimulated by the work and just started telling stories; I 
don’t think they understood very well what the work was about but it wasn’t 
about that it was about enjoying the experience and so on that basis it 
worked really well.’ Project manager, Rendezvous project 

‘It’s very good, because it’s been very varied. We’ve had a bit of everything 
really.’ Relativity event  

Workshop at Fabrica credit 
Fabrica Gallery 
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New things to experience/see/learn 

‘If I hadn’t have come in I wouldn’t have seen that would I.’ Relativity event 

‘It has added to my memories.’ Stories from the city event 

‘I learnt something. I thought ‘Oh I hadn’t thought of that’.’ Relativity event 

‘I will be seeing something I haven’t seen before, and you know life’s full of 
experiences, and you come here and they’re always positive ones’ Relativity 

event 

‘What it has done is shown me that art can be anything.’ Relativity event 

‘You don’t always know what’s in the building, when you come by. But 
when you sort of come in and explore, it’s a different world really.’ Relativity 

event 

‘The tactile objects helped me more with creative thinking.’ Second Sight 

‘I suppose being an older person, I’m a bit set in my ways with my social 
life, because I do the same things that I’ve been doing for quite a few years, 
but it does give you new horizons.’ Relativity event 

‘I just find that they make me think differently. They take me off my beaten 
track and because I am interested in the arts across the spectrum, Fabrica 
seems to cover a lot of that.’ Drawing class 

‘If you find yourself in a group that is giving you a great deal of stimulation 
and challenge, which is Jane’s group, it’s always so challenging…it expands 
you.’ Drawing class 

Engagement – mindfulness  

‘I think it relaxes the brain and when you look at something you tend to 
forget the rest of what is going on around you. Do you know what I mean? It 
is relaxing.’ Stories from the city event 

‘I think it exercises the other side of the brain I think that is nice. I find it 
gratifying because I am surprised by my own work all the time. I never know 
what I am doing. I am always surprised by what I do and sometimes I am 
pleased with it.’ Drawing class 

‘I would say the time I am with them it is productive and yes I think there is 
a sense of wellbeing.’ Project manager, photography project 
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Physical 

Health benefits of participation amongst older people in the arts have been 
found to include significantly better health, lower use of medication, reduced 
levels of depression and less visits to the doctor, than those who do not 
participate.  

While specific quality of life benefits relating to physical benefits – walking 
about the gallery and walking short distances – were not explicitly reported by 
participants, they can be inferred as consequences of visiting Fabrica and 
taking part in activities which tend to use the whole space. 

Furthermore, a general sense of wellbeing was reported and specific 
outcomes around keeping the mind sharp.  

Keeping senses invigorated and the mind sharp 

The multi-sensory approach of Growing an Older Audience was highlighted as 
a positive aspect of the programme by some participants.  

‘On a positive side, because in museums you tend not to be able to touch 
things. I mean it’s very much not a hands on thing, whereas here you can 
see a piece of furniture with things attached to it, and you can actually pick 
them up and look at them, I mean carefully obviously but its designed to be 
a whole sensory experience, and touch is very much one of them. So its 
sight, hearing, you’ve got the music playing.’ Relativity event 

‘I felt alive for once. It was also the right exhibition for me.’ Second Sight  

‘I really appreciated the multi sensory approach.’ Second Sight  

 

The following model charts the impact of Growing an Older Audience on older 
participants based on the relative strength of each quality of life indicator. The 
model also illustrates unexpected indicators experienced by participants, and 
indicators which were not reported. 
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Impacts against Quality of Life indictors  
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7 Outcomes – Organisational 

7.1 Evidence of organisational learning 

Attitudes towards older people 

The first of the following two charts demonstrates the degree to which Fabrica 
staff and volunteers agreed with a series of statements relating to Fabrica and 
how the organisation engages with older people. The second demonstrates 
the shift in statement agreement between the start of the programme and at 
the points of the evaluation (the halfway point and at the final stage).  

The statement that most staff and volunteers strongly agreed with, across all 
three waves of the survey, regarded the benefits that older visitors can get 
from engaging in contemporary art (80% of staff and volunteers strongly 
agreed with this statement). Over half of the staff strongly agreed that Fabrica 
should be working to attract and engage older visitors (69%). 

The most significant positive changes were in the following statements: 

• Fabrica is an example of good practice in engaging older people 

• Fabrica markets to the needs of older people effectively  

• Fabrica places the needs of older people at the centre of 
organisational practice  

These positive changes were apparent at both the halfway stage of the project 
and the final outcome stage. Therefore halfway through, and at the end of the 
programme, staff and volunteers were more likely to agree with these 
statements than they were at the start of the programme. The increase in 
agreement with these statements reflects the increase in activity with older 
people, the increase in marketing activity and the increase in attention given 
to the needs of older people by Fabrica. 

At the halfway stage, and at the final stage of the project, the most significant 
negative shift was in the following statement: 

• Older people feel comfortable and welcome in the gallery 

While this statement saw a drop in the average score of 7% at the mid-point 
of the project, by the end of the project, the average score had increased, but 
had not returned to the score that it was given at the beginning of the project. 
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At the halfway stage of the project, the most significant negative shifts were in 
the following statements: 

• The volunteer base reflects the audience profile we are seeking to 
achieve at Fabrica 

• I’m confident that I understand the full range of access needs of older 
people 

This suggests that staff and volunteers know more about the issues facing 
older people in Fabrica, and are consequently less confident that Fabrica 
is meeting those needs. In placing thinking about different audiences at 
the forefront of the organisation, Fabrica seems to have made staff and 
volunteers more aware of the differences in profile between the 
organisation and its target audience.  

At the final stage of the project, the most negative shifts related to the 
following statements: 

• I believe that Fabrica is physically accessible to older people 

• Older visitors can benefit from engaging in contemporary visual art 

• Fabrica’s programme is relevant to older people 

This indicates that the more familiar staff and volunteers became with the 
needs and requirements of older people, the more aware they became of the 
pitfalls in the gallery’s offer. 
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Percentage change in the mean score of different statements, from the initial 
stage to the halfway point, and the initial stage to the final stage 
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New ways of thinking 

Inclusive but not homogenised 

Interviews with staff and volunteers revealed Fabrica to be an organisation 
which feels the need to be inclusive but does not want to view older people as 
a group in itself. Fabrica is more comfortable discussing its audience by 
behaviour, and not by demographics. Focussing the organisation on 
developing older people as an audience has been challenging for some. 

‘I think it isn’t really fair to group them all together as one big lump, like the 
old! So we’ve got people who are obviously interested in art who are older, 
and people who have never seen art who are older.’ Growing an Older Audience 

volunteer 

‘I just see them as people and that is what I am finding out doing my work 
as well that they are just people like the rest of us. You know you get people 
in their 20’s and then 90 year olds whose minds are younger than 20 year 
olds and really that is what I have discovered quite interestingly and it is all 
about attitude and frame of mind.’ Project manager, photography project 

Programming end of life themes 

The evaluation process has encouraged those at the ‘coal-face’ to speak to the 
audience more freely, and the growing culture of knowledge sharing means 
that the audience is increasingly at the forefront of strategic decision-making. 

‘It’s like anything, once you give something attention, either by apportioning 
time or headspace to it, unconsciously things do emerge. So when you start 
thinking about the needs of a group every time you’re developing a new 
exhibition, the needs of that group are there in your mind.’ Fabrica Director 

‘With programming, you’ve always got the opportunity to bring in the views 
of a particular group directly into the commissioning process. We are doing 
that. That’s part of the rationale for the Into That Good Night conference.’ 
Fabrica Director 

‘As the Steering Group developed, two palliative professionals became part 
of it. One of the things that they raised was that facilitating people’s care at 
the end of their life (a significant proportion of these people will be older), 
how difficult it is to get that care right when people don’t really talk about 
death. That made me think – perhaps here is a role that cultural 
organisations could and should play.’ Fabrica Director 
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The Growing an Older Audience programme has resulted in a change in 
programming at Fabrica. Every two years from 2013 – 2017 an artist will be 
commissioned to create a new work from the gallery space based on end of 
life themes. The artists have been selected by a cross-disciplinary group of 
philosophers, palliative care professionals and arts professionals, and will 
continue to work with these professionals throughout the development of each 
commission.  

‘It’s changing how we’re programming and perhaps even our social function 
as a cultural centre.’ Fabrica Director 

 

New ways of working 

Increased culture of knowledge sharing 

Knowledge sharing at Fabrica has increased as a result of the new monthly 
project manager meetings that have taken place as part of Growing an Older 
Audience. Project managers have learned from each other, shared contacts 
and adapted their activities accordingly. This has contributed to the overall 
awareness of Fabrica staff and volunteers regarding the needs of older 
people. 

‘I really like the team that I am working with and I feel like there has been a 
lot of good kind of support and consultation with the other project managers 
through regular meetings.’ Project manager, Special events 

‘It is a massive collaboration the way I work with people at Fabrica and that 
constantly challenges me to work in different disciplines with the different 
groups of people.’ Project manager, Drawing project 

As a result of the increased information sharing, several participants have 
crossed over between events and projects. 

‘There is a group called Going to see Culture Together and a lot of them 
have been coming to my events and they have been going to lots of different 
kinds of galleries and activities and exhibitions and I know that they have 
been creating more of a dialogue as a result and with my own group they 
have been going to other galleries and activities.’ Project manager, special events 
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Collaboration and problem solving  

Project staff and project managers have pointed to the first year of Growing an 
Older Audience as being a learning curve. Project manager meetings have 
allowed those involved to share problems that need fixing for the future. 

‘We have been working with Patching Lodge which is a supported housing 
scheme which is very close to Fabrica and they had an arts week and we 
heavily supported that and actually it was really a learning curve. We ended 
up putting in a lot of time with volunteers and we had quite a lot of events 
twinned with the arts week and so people were coming here from Patching 
Lodge and we were sending artists over to do events and actually I think 
because it was their first ever arts week I think we learnt quite a lot of things 
about things that didn’t work.’ Project co-ordinator, Growing an Older Audience  

‘It was a big struggle on the way in getting it together. Yeah we had to work 
really hard to get everything organised and get everything together, but 
when it was finally up and running, it was really nice.’ Growing an Older 

Audience volunteer  

As the project has become more embedded in the organisation, it was decided 
that meetings will take place every two months in the second half of the 
programme, as opposed to every month. 

7.2 Increased knowledge, understanding and confidence 

Meeting the needs of older people  

Increased awareness 

The way the organisation thinks about its audience has developed as result of 
Growing an Older Audience. Staff and volunteers have been encouraged to 
think deeply about the audience and its diverse range of needs. 

‘I think I’ve now thought a lot more about how Fabrica and other art 
institutions if you like...horrible word, but art events maybe might reach 
out...I think a lot of art, contemporary art, possibly a lot of contemporary art 
isn’t aimed at older people or doesn’t have themes for which they feel 
terribly in tune. I think  a lot of contemporary art does kind of tune in to a 
modern sensibility, that maybe some older people don’t feel either in tune 
with, or able to access in quite the same way which younger people do.’ 
Growing an Older Audience volunteer 
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‘I think working with the older audience, it has made it kind of obvious to 
me that you can work with community groups through art. So...I wasn’t 
really aware of that connection before.’ Growing an Older Audience volunteer 

Staff and volunteers are widely praised for being interested, helpful and 
welcoming. Verbal communication between Fabrica staff and participants is 
pitched at an appropriate tone, with older people not patronised or spoken 
down to. 

‘I think an older audience is just like any other group in society. It’s a huge 
mixture of people who are, and people who aren’t interested in art. People 
who love it, people who hate it. People who are open minded, people who 
are closed minded, and I don’t think  they’re any different from anybody 
else!’ Growing an Older Audience volunteer 

‘I think there is that thing of actually treating everybody, no matter their age 
as an individual. When you sort of come at them...not like ‘are you over 70, 
or are you over 60?’ but you just know just from their shared interests, 
perhaps experiences. It’s just finding what is a connection, what reaches out 
to them, what speaks to them. It might not necessarily be because of their 
age, but it could be. It could be that the theme connects more with people of 
a certain age group.’ Growing an Older Audience volunteer 

Increased confidence 

Some volunteers and staff have reported feeling increasingly confident in 
working with harder to reach groups such as older people. There was a 
positive shift in the proportion of volunteers and staff who said they were 
confident that they know how to support the needs of older visitors. 

‘I thought that was a really great opportunity to get to meet people in 
Sheltered accommodation. You kind of feel as though it’s very much isolated 
from the rest of society. I found it very interesting to be able to go in, meet 
people, absorb the atmosphere and actually be able to have some kind of 
effect on the atmosphere too and it became a very worthwhile thing to be 
involved in.’ Volunteer, Patching Lodge Art Week 

‘There's definitely been moments where I’ve felt like I wasn’t really prepared. 
Like once I had to help this gentleman out of his wheelchair, and help him 
put his trousers back on because they’d come down. So I just felt like I 
wasn’t really able to deal with that. Maybe I need to practice more with 
those kind of things to be able to deal with it.’ Growing an Older Audience 

volunteer 
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Changed perception of older people and CVA 

Some volunteers in particular reported having changed perceptions of older 
people and CVA. Some were made more aware of the marginalisation suffered 
by older people. 

‘From my personal perspective and I think it also makes me realise how 
marginalised and ignored and undervalued the elderly are. It has certainly 
changed my attitude. It has made me more aware of how tough it is for 
people in our society.’ Project manager, photography project 

‘I have been working with older people for quite a long time but what is 
interesting is the combination of this project involving them and then the 
professionals. Just seeing a different perspective from working with those 
groups.’ Project manager, Second Sight 

‘From my own perspective I think my relationship has changed with the 
regular people who come and they have become much more comfortable in 
discussing the artwork and the areas of their life that they wish to share.’ 
Project manager, Going to see culture together 

 

7.3 Staff and volunteer profile 

Age profile 

A key measure of the success of Growing an Older Audience is a shift in the 
profile of the audience at Fabrica, with more older people engaging with 
Fabrica. In order to achieve this Fabrica has recognised the need for a staff 
and volunteer profile that more closely matches the demographics of its target 
audience. 

Fabrica staff and volunteers were sent a short survey to complete at the start 
of the research process (wave 1: January – February 2011), at the midway 
point of the project (wave 2: February – March 2012) and at the end of the 
research process (wave 2: April 2013). The chart below shows the age profiles 
of those who completed the survey in wave 1, all those who completed the 
survey in wave 2 and all those who completed the survey in wave 3. 
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Whilst there are no Fabrica staff and volunteers aged 70+, the results show 
that Fabrica staff and volunteers have a relatively similar age profile to that of 
the audience. Furthermore, that the organisation has seen a shift towards an 
older staff and volunteer profile over the period of Growing an Older Audience. 
Fabrica now has a higher proportion of staff and volunteers aged 45 or over 
than makes up the audience as a whole.  

‘It sounded interesting and because I’m particularly keen to get involved in 
sort of workshops for all age groups, particularly as I’m now in that age 
group myself! Something I could really enjoy and feel was valuable.’ Growing 

an Older Audience volunteer 

‘It seemed like an exciting opportunity to be able to do something that was a 
bit different, get a bit more involved.’ Growing an Older Audience volunteer 

 

Gender profile 

The proportion of females visiting Fabrica is higher than the proportion of 
males visiting – this is consistent with peer CVA organisations and cultural 
venues in general. The female bias of Fabrica staff and volunteers is more 
pronounced than in the audience, with 77% of staff and volunteers at Fabrica 
female versus 56% within the audience as a whole.  
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8 Outcomes - Fabrica profile 

8.1 Nature of press coverage of Fabrica 

Press coverage of Growing an Older Audience to date has been focussed 
around self-promotion within brochures and newsletters. This has promoted 
Growing an Older Audience and Fabrica as being inclusive and open to varying 
audiences. 

‘The arts week we did at Patching Lodge, it was a kind of drip, drip, drip you 
know. It wasn’t... the take up wasn’t huge, but I think it did have an effect, 
and we certainly raised the profile of Fabrica, and I think the event itself was 
well received.’ Patching Lodge Art Week volunteer 

 

However, critical press coverage to date has been limited as the media plan 
for Growing an Older Audience is yet to be developed. This evaluation report 
and the accompanying research film will serve as the backbone of the media 
plan. The plan will set out Fabrica’s political agenda, using champions to tell 
the story of Growing an Older Audience. 

Articles published by project managers of Growing an Older Audience will also 
feed into the media plan. 

8.2 Value expressed by health and social care sector 

Dissemination of this evaluation will take place in 2012 as part of the final 
phase of the Growing an Older Audience programme of activity.  

Arts and health sector conferences 

Sharing the impact of Growing an Older Audience with peer organisations at 
conferences will be part of the dissemination of the project. 

Local organisations  

Sharing the outcomes of the project with local health and social care providers 
will raise profile of Fabrica and could increase interest from gatekeepers, 
working to address some of the barriers to take up that remain.  
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9 Impacts 

This section takes a critical review of the factors that have impacted both 
positively and negatively on the outcomes of Growing an Older Audience. 

9.1 Deepening engagement 

In providing the environment for formalising the structure and delivery of 
activities aimed at older people and organisation development, Growing an 
Older Audience has enabled Fabrica to take older people on a journey of 
engagement, by offering them a richer and deeper experience than it has ever 
been able to do before.  

This new depth of engagement has been particularly beneficial to older people 
who have a long-standing relationship with Fabrica, and specific project 
managers.  

‘With this particular group I saw an advertisement which Jane had put out 
somewhere, I can’t remember where it was and I thought that sounds really 
interesting, I’ll give it a go. I knew Fabrica from coming here to exhibitions 
and talks. So I came.’ Drawing class 

‘I had seen the space before because I had been here to exhibitions and to 
other workshops and so I was more than happy to come here.’ Drawing class 

‘Then they had an art exhibition that I came to see. Then they had a talking 
experience so there are a number of events I have been to in Fabrica.’ Stories 

from the city event 

‘I have been here many times for different exhibitions and especially the last 
one which was the Festival it was wonderful and every time I walked past if I 
was going shopping once I had been. I must have come in about six times 
during the Festival and in the end I didn’t listen to the different loud 
speakers I just sat in the middle, shut my eyes and levitated. It was 
beautiful, absolutely wonderful.’ Stories from the city event 

 
A low proportion of older people who became deeply engaged with Fabrica 
through the programme were completely new to CVA. Very few project 
participants felt entirely out of their comfort zone. The majority of participants 
were art savvy, several were practicing artists and already had a long-
standing relationship with Fabrica. 
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‘I’ve got a studio at Phoenix. So yes I’m passionate about it.’ Drawing class 

‘I don’t need encouragement.’ Stories from the city event 

‘I knew there was something different here on the art side of it and I have 
always been quite interested in art; not paintings but different things you 
know sculptures, modelling, anything, contemporary art I like that’. Stories 

from the city event 

‘I have been doing a drawing class with Jane for 7 or 8 years’ Drawing class 

‘I’ve been doing life drawing for half a century, it sounds terrible!’ Drawing 

class 

‘I am an artist and have been interested in art basically for the last 25 years 
since the family grew up and I had time.’ Going to see culture together 

‘I knew about Fabrica, but I didn’t know that it was involved with community 
people. With community art.’ Going to see culture together 

‘Do I go to the art galleries? I do oils. I do oil paintings anyway and 
watercolours. Not to exhibit or anything like that, for my own pleasure.’ 
Relativity event 

‘In terms of who attends there are the participants of Second Sight, my kind 
of regulars, so those are people most of whom are visually impaired and 
blind and other people that just are kind of quite interested in it and come 
along.’  Project manager, Second sight 

9.2 Widening engagement 

Although a high proportion of older people who became deeply engaged with 
Growing an Older Audience already had an existing relationship with Fabrica, 
the programme also attracted a significant number older people to engage 
with the project who were entirely new to the organisation.  

‘I didn’t know anything about Fabrica. I didn’t even know that you were a 
gallery actually. But when I came I found out.’ Relativity event 

‘To learn and see what was going on. I didn’t understand what Fabrica 
meant. What it was all about. So I wanted to come and see what it was all 
about.’ Stories from the city event 

‘Well I literally stumbled through the door. We were walking past and the 
staff; the people were outside.’ Relativity event 
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‘We will come back in the summer because all the times of the year 
everything looks different doesn’t it. In the winter everything is bleak and 
cold but in the summer everything is vibrant.’ Relativity event 

‘We will most probably come back here. Now we have been if it runs in the 
summer we will most probably come back and have another look and see 
what you were doing.’ Relativity event 

‘I think they changed the outlook not necessarily with contemporary art but 
more with Fabrica. Fabrica became more accessible on that basis because 
they could see that they could just come and be them selves and not be 
intimidated with whatever was on display within Fabrica.’ Project manager, 

Rendezvous project 

 
This was achieved by offering low commitment entry points, such as a visit to 
an exhibition or one of the more informal social events offered as part of the 
programme. The solid foundation of the first year of activity gives the 
programme a base to engage these new audiences more deeply with CVA. 

9.3 Barriers to engagement 

Participants who were more experienced with with CVA or Fabrica had no 
concerns about being involved with Growing an Older Audience.  

‘I was more curious. I didn’t have any specific concerns.’ Stories from the city 

event 

‘Concerns? No I didn’t have any concerns at all.’ Stories from the city event 

‘I had no concerns whatsoever.’ Stories from the city event 

However, in removing some of the physical barriers to engagement, such as 
transport, it became clear that there remain important psychological barriers 
felt by older people which have prevented them from engaging, or engaging 
more deeply with CVA.  

‘The fella that I mentioned earlier, although we were in good 
communication to begin with and I have been sending letters to him he 
hasn’t so far been able to attend any of the sessions and so I want this to be 
very open and an inclusive experience but at the same time the people that 
are coming are really quite mobile and have certain connections with art. 
We haven’t got any people that are new comers to art I don’t think they 
already are enjoying that as a hobby or with some kind of interest already 
so I think they are already kind of partly prepared for this experience. So 
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maybe that is a limitation of my outreach.’ Project manager, Going to see culture 

together 

Lack of interest 

As was identified during the formative research, some potential visitors are 
disinterested in the proposition of art, and especially contemporary art, 
meaning they have limited initial engagement potential.  

‘I’d rather go up and help on my allotment to be honest. I mean to me that’s 
art isn’t it?’ Relativity event 

‘It’s alright if you’re arty, but if you’re not an arty person what is there here 
for you?’ Relativity event 

‘Well just had a bit of a draw but I could go down the road and have a bit of 
a draw. It’s alright, but it’s not my cup of tea really.’ Relativity event 

Being out of comfort zone 

Some participants were uncomfortable at being challenged or taken out of 
their comfort zone. This was illustrated by the response of some participants 
who only attended the occasional event or exhibition. 

‘I wouldn’t feel in my comfort zone sort of thing. Do you know what I mean? 
I’d feel out of place because I’m not an arty type.’ Relativity event 

‘You feel a bit of a fool because you don’t know what people are on about 
when you’re talking about different things like that and you don’t know 
what they’re on about and you feel like a bit of an idiot don’t you?’ Relativity 

event 

‘No I’m not into modern art. I don’t like that one little bit. No that’s 
me…Could be my age. It’s a personal thing.’ Relativity event 

‘I don’t like modern art. I like scenes. Constable, things that I don’t know, 
trees, fields, something open. But the modern art now, where this woman 
has got a bed and chucking all things at it, no that is not my cup of tea. I 
think it’s a load of rubbish.’ Relativity event 

‘Some of them don’t come to the gallery at all and aren’t particularly 
interested but they are quite interested in collaborating which I find quite 
interesting in itself. They want to be part of the work but they are not 
necessarily people who go to the gallery’. Project manager, photography project 

‘The music; I came into where they had the choir singing and that wasn’t 
really my thing but I could see that there were a lot of people that really, 
really enjoyed that but to me it was too loud for me.’ Stories from the city event 
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9.4 Marketing channels 

The visitor profile survey demonstrated that older people are significantly 
more responsive to certain communications channels than the general 
audience. 

 
Communication channels  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Older people are more likely to respond to word of mouth recommendations, 
printed materials – either picked up in person or delivered directly and local 
press and radio than the audience as a whole. They are less likely to respond 
directly to posters, Fabrica’s own staff, website, emails and volunteers, to 
listings or social media sources.  
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Word of mouth 

Much of the marketing of Growing an Older Audience to older people has 
worked by utilising networks and marketing directly on a one-to-one basis to 
older people. Leveraging word of mouth is therefore critical to reaching a 
broader range of older people. 

‘I think somebody else who already came to this class mentioned it to me 
and then I spent some time trying to get in touch with her but she was quite 
difficult to get hold of on the phone and eventually I did, and I came and the 
class is wonderful.’ Drawing class participant 

 ‘I met Jonathan when he came to our lunch when we were having an art 
class one Wednesday morning, and that was my first introduction to 
Fabrica.’ Going to see culture together 

‘The different things that you’re putting on...all it takes is an email or a text 
to know, and then I put up a note at Patching Lodge, or tell someone in the 
art group and it goes round just a small circle, but at least people are 
getting to know about it a bit more, so we’re spreading the word.’ Relativity 

event 

‘I just think it’s the usual one isn’t it? It’s word of mouth. That’s the best way 
to get people that come, and then they tell other people, and as with all 
things it take time to build up what one would classify as a following. And I 
think now you’ve got quite a good following and it will just get bigger.’ 
Relativity event 

‘I have always kept an eye on organisations locally that I thought would be 
interested in Second Sight and so I basically send them out an email and 
give them a ring and see if they want to come.’ Project manager, Second Sight 

‘I just think it’s really difficult...to get people whose lives are kind of 
narrowed, for whatever reason, whether it’s ill health, or age, or just sort of 
lack of confidence or perhaps just not wanting to do things the same way. 
You know you can get yourself into a vicious cycle I think, where you don’t 
do things, and therefore doing things becomes like a huge effort. I don’t 
know how one does reach these people other than actually go to them.’ 
Growing an Older Audience volunteer 

 ‘I prefer in a way to go to their environment. And something they’ve said is 
that they appreciate that, because we’re not just sending leaflets, or 
something over the internet that they wouldn’t necessarily pick up or 
access.’ Growing an Older Audience volunteer together 
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Printed materials 

The results demonstrate that older people also respond well to having a piece 
of print about the event or exhibition to take away with them. Providing them 
with information to refer back to.  

‘I usually pick up a leaflet and then sort of see what’s going on, and then I 
plan out what I’m going to do. I’m always picking up leaflets.’ Relativity event 

‘I would probably not have attended the exhibition if I had not received the 
invitation.’ Second Sight 

‘People, I don’t think in that age group, that you’re going to reach people by 
waiting for them to come to you, however wonderful are the things you’re 
offering, or even how relevant they are. You kind of need to go to them I 
think.’ Growing an Older Audience volunteer 

‘Maybe more time to go round and do a bit more marketing to the older 
audience and maybe have a bit more time to talk to people and maybe have 
a few more meetings and a bit more support on how to get an older 
audience into Armchair Critics.’ Project manager, Armchair critics  

Local press and radio 

Local press and radio are also very important for older visitors. This works to 
endorse events and activities, working to reduce some of the risk associated 
with trying something new.  

It is significant that the exhibition that attracted the highest proportion of visits 
from those aged 70 and older was the Martin Parr exhibition, which was very 
well publicised in the local press as part of the Brighton Photo Biennial.  

Local press and radio is a trusted source of information for older visitors.  

Special Daytime Event 
Relativity with Nicola Benge 
credit Daniel Yanez Gonzalez 
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Low awareness 

The programme has been successful in deepening the engagement of people 
aged 70+ with Fabrica. However, there is scope to increase the number of 
participants by increasing the level of awareness.  

‘I love the artwork, I love the film archive, I love the drawing...you know 
really exciting things to do. I just felt there weren’t enough people to me, I 
didn’t feel as though it was reaching necessarily...that older audience.’ 
Growing an Older Audience volunteer 

‘I think it’s opened up the fact that there are various galleries and things 
that you can go and see, whereas before I’d never actually thought of it. But 
I don’t know how long Fabrica had been here, but I’ve only been aware of 
them for 6 months or so. Considering I live in the town, word has not filtered 
as far as me but it has now, and for that I’m grateful because you know 
there’s some good stuff here, and I know there’s different things that are 
going to be happening in the future and I basically am looking forward to 
those.’ Relativity event 

‘It was quite difficult getting the information. Maybe I was unlucky.’ Drawing 

class 

‘I am sure that there are other things that go on that I don’t know about but 
I like the exhibitions and I certainly appreciate this class.’ Drawing class 

‘It’s difficult to get people in sometimes. They don’t really know about 
Fabrica that we’re here. It’s a good way to get to know...to reach people is to 
visit them, so maybe more Ambassador visits.’ Growing an Older Audience 

volunteer 

 

Basket making with Annemarie O’Sullivan credit Daniel Yanez Gonzalez 
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9.5 The visit experience 

Access  

Physical environment 

The older audience which has participated in Growing an Older Audience to 
date has rarely reported issues with access at Fabrica. Additional seating was 
introduced in 2012, but generally speaking access was less of a barrier than 
the perceptions of volunteers and staff suggested. Participants found Fabrica 
staff and volunteers welcoming, the venue to be physically warm enough and 
facilities within the venue were not mentioned as being an issue. 

‘Accessibility, obviously its not an issue for me, but the people that came 
from St Dunstan’s8 today didn’t seem to have a problem with it.’ Second Sight 

‘I never bother about getting anywhere. I have a bus pass so I travel on the 
bus pass. So I don’t worry about venues or anything like that. None of the 
events have ever caused me difficulty getting anywhere.’ Going to see culture 

together 

In recent years physical changes to the building, such as improved ramps, 
wheelchair accessible toilets and better heating, have opened up the 
possibilities for attracting and working with older people, particularly in the 
winter months. Fabrica has worked to ensure the space is an accessible and 
welcoming one for all audiences – and this has paid off. 

Transport  

The availability of transport has been essential to increasing participation from 
older people. Free transport is crucial to increasing participation with harder 
to reach groups. 

‘I’m quite lucky that I can still drive so transport isn’t a problem, but I know 
for others it is. The actual transport to get to different places. They need help 
with.’ Relativity event 

‘I used to work with another organisation an RNIB a residential home and 
that just stopped because they couldn’t get minibus drivers so that kind of 
thing of going out into the community and literally going to them is quite 
important.’ Project manager, Second Sight 

                                                        
8 St Dunstan’s is now Blind Veterans UK. The organisation provides lifelong welfare support, 
rehabilitation, training, long-term nursing, residential and respite care. 
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‘Transportation like being mobile and transport. We talked about the 
different times in the day when he personally would be more energetic and 
able to come. We talked about the different types of events that he would be 
interested in seeing and also he mentioned different financial; well his own 
kind of personal financial situation and what he would need to have put in 
place for him to be involved in terms of financing transport, financing access 
to galleries.’ Project manager, Going to see culture together 

‘There is a budget for transport and so a lot of guys some drive in or pool 
share cars to come in or use local transport or live locally and so they walk 
or use their scooter. I think we would really notice if funding was taken 
away.’ Project manager, Going to see culture together 

‘I mean in terms of access it was considered and we ordered some taxis.’ 
Project manager, Rendezvous project 

 
Environment 

Friendly and welcoming  

Participants stressed how comfortable they felt in the presence of Fabrica staff, 
volunteers and projects managers. Refreshments helped participants to feel 
comfortable, relaxed and at ease.  

‘I’ve also had a nice cup of tea which was very welcome, and a chat to some 
of the people that are organising this event, which is always a good thing 
because then you know there are people to ask if you’re not quite sure what 
things are or what they mean, and there’s apparently a resident artist that 
has done all this work, which I’m looking forward to talking to.’ Relativity 

event 

‘She said they’ve got an art thing, and I said I don’t mind, as long as it’s a 
nice wet...something wet to wet your whistle with. That was it.’ Relativity event 

‘If the weather is bad and stuff. It is kind of like getting there and having a 
person there to greet them there I think that is particularly important.’ Project 

manager, Second Sight 

‘I get a feeling that Fabrica allows, creates...works hard at creating an 
environment to allow anybody to feel comfortable.’ Growing an Older Audience 

volunteer 

‘There’s a very accessible feeling in Fabrica. Many people do cross that 
boundary where they will walk across into the centre, instead of hugging 
the wall. And if they start to look like they might go out, that’s when I might 
approach them, to push them in, and I have seen other volunteers do that as 
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well. So I think it is a very accessible environment.’ Growing an Older Audience 

volunteer 

Creative and inspiring 

Participants at events such as the Drawing Class suggested that the gallery 
space itself contributed to feelings of creativity and inspiration.   

‘Fabrica which is just the most fabulous and wonderful, wonderful space to 
draw in and I cannot but reiterate what an amazing space it is. It has been 
so interesting working with the exhibitions that have been on this year. It 
has been fabulous.’ Drawing class 

‘I think it’s a very unusual space and I think it is quite a privilege to be able 
to work in here and I really enjoy it and get a lot from it.’ Drawing class 

‘l love, love the space. I think it is absolutely fantastic this sort of space to 
draw in.’ Drawing class 

‘It is a very creative space and I think just the size of it and the height and it 
is not crowded.’ Drawing class 

‘Just wandering around this great big church hall, well it’s the church itself. 
Already it’s got its own atmosphere, and that in itself lends itself brilliantly 
to showing off other things that evoke memories or feelings, and that’s what 
art does.’ Relativity event 

 

9.6 Project management 

Project managers 

The project management approach adopted for Growing an Older Audience 
was widely felt to have had a positive impact on the outcomes of the 
programme. 

Project managers have worked hard to build relationships with participants 
over a long period of time. Building on these existing relationships has been 
essential to enabling Fabrica to work with new organisations in the health and 
social care sphere, and building the core group of participants for Growing an 
Older Audience. 

‘It is five or six; some of them I knew already and others I met through the 
gallery. One woman I found on the internet indirectly through somebody 
else through the WRVS. One of them who is a friend of mine she did a 
degree in fine art and she is a practising artist herself and she is the one 
that I work with quite a lot.’ Project manager, photography project 
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‘I feel the group has come to a place where it is feeling kind of quite 
confident to relocate and travel a bit further and spend a bit more time and I 
think we have been building that confidence through the first five sessions.’ 
Project manager, Going to see culture together 

‘I was given a contact; the name and number of a guy that lives in Patching 
Lodge a residential home in Brighton so I met with him and another lady 
and we spent a good hour discussing you know what Going to See Culture 
Together should be. What recommendations he had, what concerns he 
might have about the project so we kind of discussed lots of things in detail 
and what he needed to have put in place for him to take part.’ Project manager, 

Going to see culture together 

 
Some of the projects are challenging, contemporary and experimental. 
Consequently, it has taken time to build a trusting relationship between 
participants and project managers. 

‘Well personally it has been really good. It’s meant that I have continued 
working with the groups and so I have built up relationships over the years 
and I really like them and they are lovely groups and I really enjoy their 
company and so for me it has been really nice on a personal level that I am 
still kind of able to get involved with them.’ Project manager, Special events 

‘Building up trust and a relationship with them, and that takes time.’ Project 

manager, photography project 

‘She is not just a tutor she is sort of like a mentor as well so I would really 
miss that if she wasn’t able to you know find a venue to hold these 
sessions.’ Drawing class 

‘The quality of Jane’s teaching for the want of a better word, because its way 
beyond teaching is just so fun and so high.’ Drawing class 

‘I think a lot of the relationships that have happened are based on 
individuals and so my relationship with my group is part of the reason why 
they would come and although they are making relationships with Fabrica’s 
volunteers I think those relationships take a long time to develop and I think 
to have the funding cut or to lose that would make a difference in terms of 
when people come or how they do.’ Project manager, Special events 
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Programme management 

The overall approach to management of the Growing an Older Audience 
programme of activity was also felt to have enhanced the individual and 
organisational impacts of activity. In appointing a programme co-ordinator 
who supported individual project managers in coming together regularly and 
in sharing information and learnings across the group helped to support 
collaboration, enhance activities and promote shared learning.  

‘The Growing an Older Audience co-ordinator Clare has been fantastic and 
very supportive and very ingenious in terms of how she is putting it together 
and getting the most out of it.’ Project manager, Special events 

‘Clare who is co-ordinating the whole Growing an Older Audience 
programme, she has been very helpful in disseminating information and a 
really good person to bounce ideas off and sharing information.’  Project 

manager, Going to see culture  

 

Monthly project manager meetings were opportunities to share issues relating 
to Growing an Older Audience. Below is a summary of the feedback generated 
from the end of year feedback meeting, outlining how outcomes have been 
achieved and any issues which need to be addressed for the remainder of the 
project: 
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PROJECT REVIEWS 

Going to See Culture Together (GTSCT) 

The group sessions started out quite formal but over time became more 
casual. Attendance at these events has been inconsistent.  

Plans for remainder of the project: Organise as soon as possible 
approximately six events over six months so that we can offer up a list of 
what’s on at an earlier stage. This should help with cross-promotion through 
other events and when meeting new groups.  

Special events – Stories from the City, Stories from the Sea and Relativity 

The project manager wanted more people at Relativity but generally the event 
went well and had very positive reviews. Participants have expressed an 
interest in doing more film events – maybe to be incorporated into 2012 events 
programme.  

It was felt that a weak area was the ambassadorial roles with gatekeepers 
(older people who may want to take on more of an ambassadorial role within 
their groups). 

Plans for remainder of the project: At Relativity it was felt that it would be 
helpful to have a Twitter #tag for the project/event. This presents an 
opportunity to look into more social media forms of networking and we can 
include training for these. 

Armchair Critics (AC) 

It was felt that the format is working well, but marketing needs tweaking for 
the daytime group. It was suggested that the project needed a clearer 
marketing message, 

It was suggested that AC could take place outside of Fabrica and possibly 
integrate more with GTSCT. 

It was noted that an important factor is the timing of when new groups are 
met – this needs to be done in enough time to give warning of events, but 
with a clear knowledge of event dates. 

Plans for remainder of the project: A new format of the event could be 
considered. 
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Offer help with transport – this has worked well with certain groups. Also 
maybe there could be an ambassador who works alongside the AC events to 
help market it and be at events. 

Photography Project 

The project manager is working with a few specific people now after various 
people started and stopped. The project manager was tempted to just work 
with one individual as they work well together, but feels now that having a 
mixed group presents more of a challenge which is good. 

Plans for remainder of the project: doing a series of sessions with a group. 

Drawing events 

The project manager is concerned that older people are becoming labelled by 
their age instead of as individuals. It was acknowledged that this is why 
Fabrica have a broad range of events that work with different expectations in 
people’s understanding/knowledge/skills/comfort with art.  

Second Sight 

The programme has been a learning curve for the project manager. Two of 
Second Sight’s eldest and most regular participants have increasingly been 
unable to attend workshops due to ill health or having to rely on friends and 
family to accompany them to the gallery. This was solved by arranging a 
training session whereby taking two of the projects regular and most 
experienced volunteers on a home visit in which the project managers talked 
with the participants about Fabrica’s exhibition.  
 
Peer critiques and guest speakers 

The place where the most insightful discussion has happened. Many 
interesting points have emerged from this. For example the restrictions or 
support placed on artists working with diverse audiences by the institutions 
that employ them. Looking at working with a very broad range of people in a 
sensitive way that empowers the individual participants. The difficulties of 
keeping ideas fresh and of letting activities being led by participants as much 
as possible, especially when working with groups in institutions on a regular 
basis. And many philosophical points were raised on how we interact with 
other people on the whole, the language we use, the space we give for 
personal expression, all of these things being at the core of participatory work. 
 
It is also an interesting year for this project to have happened. With tough 
times for everyone it’s good to have the opportunity to feel a sense of 
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s 

solidarity with others who may work in similar fields or be interested in the 
same kind of gallery experience from ether a professional or personal. 

MS Centre VPV feedback 2011 

The number of Centre members taking part this year has varied and the last 
two visits were disappointingly low with 2 or 3 people. The maximum was 17 
people. 

The feedback is generally positive but the project manager was unaware why 
people haven’t come for the last 2 exhibitions. It was suspected that poor 
health may contribute to the sporadic attendance. The 2 people who 
consistently attend are both practicing artists and love coming to the VPV even 
though they would most likely be coming to Fabrica anyway. 

Plans for remainder of the project:  Consider changing the format, time etc but 
none of the participants have expressed any particular interest in any 
suggestions made.  

 

 

Positive impacts on project managers’ professional development were also 
reported as a result of the way in which the programme was delivered and 
managed. Further enhancing the outcomes for Fabrica and the sector as a 
whole. 

‘On a professional level it is really good because I am getting to work with 
Fabrica and they are a gallery that I really respect and admire.’ Project 

manager, Special events 

‘An audience that is more representative I think that is really important and 
that has really struck a chord with the way that I like to work and the aims 
that I have in the community that things, especially arts activities and events 
they should really be more inclusive and people should be more aware of 
them.’ Project manager, Going to see culture together  

‘It has been really good you know from my sort of professional development 
point of view.’ Project manager, Second Sight 

 ‘I have enjoyed it, and it’s certainly made me feel that I would like to work 
more with that age group, and also there’s a very untapped, a really kind of 
untapped audience, but also in terms of active participation, but there are a 
lot of people that would probably gain enormously from more involvement.’ 
Growing an Older Audience volunteer  
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9.7 Developing connections 

A key principle of the delivery model for Growing an Older Audience was to 
work in collaboration with partner organisations to extend the reach of 
Fabrica, rather than attempting to start from nothing.  

The model on the following page illustrates the contacts that were in place in 
January 2011 prior to the Growing an Older Audience programme. 
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The model on the following page illustrates the partnerships, contacts and 
participants established as a result of the Growing an Older Audience 
programme one year later, in January 2012. The model also indicates 
relationships that have been made stronger as result of the additional Growing 
an Older Audience funding.
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The indications are strong that the relationships that have been developed and 
strengthened through the course of the programme to date will continue to be 
built upon following the end of the current programme.  

9.8 Project funding 

Ultimately a key factor for the success of the project has been the availability 
of funding to allow for additional activity. Funding has enabled Fabrica to pay 
artists and project managers for their time and expertise in delivering 
programmes of activity, to support training of staff and volunteers, to assist 
with transport costs for older people taking part in Growing an Older Audience 
and to purchase refreshments for groups.  

Whilst a great deal of the funding has been invested in a way to ensure 
Fabrica staff and volunteers have been able to develop new skills, connections 
and working processes that will aid sustainability, project managers have 
expressed concerns about long-term sustainability.  

This primarily concerns the ability of project managers to deliver the same 
level of activity on an unpaid basis, or for the project to be delivered entirely 
by volunteers. It also includes concerns about the practicalities of the projects 
such as transport and refreshments. 

‘Could it work on a voluntary basis? Yes probably but it would be very hard 
to carry on without it to be honest because obviously there are eight project 
managers already doing different things and I mean I couldn’t afford to do it 
as a volunteer. I wouldn’t do it as a volunteer because I just have to work.’ 
Project manager, Special events 

‘Could you do it with Fabrica volunteers? Yes they have been very helpful 
but equally you know we have had to manage them. We have had to 
creatively design the project and facilitate it and sort of pick up all the little 
kind of details that you need with activities like this and so obviously 
factoring in things like transport which is quite costly.’ Project manager, Special 

events 

‘So I think to carry on given that we have got 2 years of funding then 
possibly after 2 years support networks might be in place enough for that to 
happen but I don’t think it would be as effective and I think it will be quite 
difficult.’ Project manager, Special events 

‘It is a question that I still kind of ask myself. How am I going to be able to 
make this you know completely inclusive and how am I going to reach the 
hard to reach people shall we say. I don’t know how I can do that. This is 
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something I guess about my practice and my work with Fabrica and I will 
continue to kind of wrestle with and try to realise.’ Project manager, Going to See 

Culture Together 

‘The crucial thing is to afford the taxi fares for example and that is where the 
funding is really important. I don’t think it is a problem to buy tea and cake 
from your pocket but when it becomes about wider mobility and also what is 
key is that they won’t come to you, you have to go to them first.’ Project 

manager, Rendezvous project 

‘In discussion with another person one of the reasons why she doesn’t 
attend more cultural activities is purely for financial reasons. She would go 
all the time if she could afford it but that is always in the back of my mind.’ 
Project manager, Going to See Culture Together 

 

There is a clear desire amongst those who have worked on the delivery of the 
programme that it will continue following the end of the project funding. 
There is a hope that this can be achieved by building upon the work done to 
date and the connections made in order to fully integrate work with older 
audiences into Fabrica’s general work – widening the profile of attenders and 
organisations worked with.  

‘There are a core of six or seven regulars who come and then quite a 
rotating cast of different people that turn up when they can. They are very 
busy people and we don’t run the same day every month. That might be 
something that we need to look into in the future just so that we get more 
regular visitors.’ Project manager, Going to See Culture Together 

‘I know that they work a lot with schools but I guess there are many other 
groups that have been disenfranchised or whatever. It would be great if they 
continued to push the bar a bit.’ Project manager, Going to See Culture Together 

‘I am wondering if there are places for these elders maybe to volunteer or to 
participate, to feedback. Maybe on the Fabirca Board just so maybe there is 
more integration.’ Project manager, Going to See Culture Together 

‘Integrate these people into what happens and the decisions that are taking 
place at Fabrica and have their input and insight of what it is like to be 
maybe this age with this experience and I think it would be really valuable 
for the growth of the gallery as well.’ Project manager, Going to See Culture Together 

 ‘It would be a shame if we concentrated only on the day centres because 
they were easier to capture and were less aware that there are these 
individual kind of people who maybe carry on working or they live on their 
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own or they would like to come to these things because it is mutually 
supportive and a bit of solidarity.’ Project manager, Drawing project 

 

Basket making with Annemarie O’Sullivan credit Daniel Yanez 
Gonzalez 
 

Second Sight with Naomi Kendrick credit Daniel Yanez Gonzalez 
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10 Conclusions 

10.1 Growing and engaging an older audience 

Bringing an older audience to Fabrica 

The programme of activity delivered during the first year of Growing an Older 
Audience has brought about a shift in the profile of the audience at Fabrica.  

The programme has brought Fabrica in line with other CVA venues when it 
comes to attracting older audiences, aged 70 or over.  

Over half of those aged 70+ were making their first ever visit to Fabrica. 
Furthermore, this audience had a significantly different profile from Fabrica’s 
general audience. The programme has helped Fabrica to attract visitors who 
live locally, who have a less specialist interest in art and who are more likely 
to be retired. 

An older audience hoping for an emotional experience 

The research demonstrated that these older visitors were motivated to visit 
Fabrica to meet different needs to the general audience – needs that were 
more emotionally driven. They came to the gallery hoping to get insight into 
artists’ minds, to be moved emotionally, to have a personal connection and to 
experience awe and wonder from engaging with Fabrica.  

A new, different experience for older people 

As a result, they have had a completely different experience through engaging 
with Fabrica which they couldn’t get elsewhere.  

As a result of Growing an Older Audience, older people have experienced 
something different or new, seen things or thought about them differently and 
developed knowledge about artists. Most significantly, older people have 
enjoyed themselves.  

A wealth of benefits to older people 

Benefits to older people have included being inspired, challenged, being with 
other like-minded people in a social context, having new perspectives and 
experiencing something new and stimulating. All of which gave rise to the 
most important impact of all – happiness.  
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10.2 Organisational impact 

A more knowledgable and skillful organisation 

Delivering the programme of activity has given rise to important 
organisational learning and development.  

There has been clear evidence of organisational learning amongst staff and 
volunteers at Fabrica. The importance of engaging older people and being an 
example of best practice is deeply engrained within the organisation. Staff 
have developed new understanding and ways of working when thinking about 
older visitors – and can identify where further improvements need to be 
made. There has been increased awareness of the needs of older visitors 
which has changed perceptions and increased confidence.  

A complex network of partners 

The world of Fabrica has expanded and links have been strengthened over the 
course of the first year of Growing an Older Audience; this has provided a 
strong foundation to build upon. Much of the groundwork in terms of 
developing partnerships, contacts and gatekeepers has been done.  

Developed transferable skills 

In doing so staff have developed new transferrable skills that can be applied 
across their work. Knowledge sharing, collaboration, project management and 
approaches to programming have all been developed.  

A shift in staff and volunteer profile 

The staff and volunteer profile of Fabrica has also begun to see a positive shift 
towards an older demographic following changes to volunteer recruitment 
marketing. 

10.3 Opportunities for development 

A foundation for growth 

In the first year of Growing an Older Audience Fabrica has successfully 
delivered a programme of new activity - developing new partnerships and 
new staff skills. This has worked to deepen engagement for older participants 
amongst those engaged with Fabrica, but more now needs to be done to build 
on the foundations of year one in order to widen engagement. There is an 
opportunity to encourage more people to cross the threshold and engage 
exhibition visitors more deeply. 
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The marketing mix 

Fabrica has done a great deal to address all the elements of the marketing 
mix (the programme, people, environment etc are all in place), but the 
organisation now needs to work on the communication aspects of programme 
development. Now that the environment, staff, skills, partnerships and 
programme are in place and integrated into Fabrica’s work, the organisation 
must go to the next level with its communications. 

Evaluation and dissemination 

Finally, Fabrica will need to use the evidence base gathered to leverage 
greater impact in the sector. Fabrica must increase and strategise advocacy 
and dissemination activity within the final phase of the project if it is going to 
have an impact on the profile of Fabrica within the sector. A case must be 
made for supporting this work or commissioning services to ensure delivery 
can take place beyond the life of the funded project.  

Reaching new gatekeepers 

The organisation must address issues with those gatekeepers who are still not 
convinced that Fabrica is for older people; this could open up more potential 
partnerships; demonstrating the value of engaging with Fabrica and CVA.  

Special Daytime Event Relativity with Nicola Benge credit Daniel Yanez Gonzalez 
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11 Recommendations 

Building on the work done to date, the following recommendations are being 
made to further increase the impact of Growing an Older Audience and to 
ensure the long-terms sustainability of the activity beyond the life of the 
funded project. These recommendations are made in addition to the work 
currently being carried out.  

1. Position Fabrica as a place for older people – the project has identified that 
there is a market of retired people who live locally and are looking for leisure 
activities that are interesting to them, not just for those with a specialist 
interest in art. Make it clear that Fabrica can offer them something different to 
this market. 

2. Work on the messaging - market the benefits to older people rather than 
the features. The emotional benefits of the programme have been identified 
and these should be highlighted in messaging. 

3. Raise the profile of Fabrica by building the overall Fabrica brand rather 
than focussing on individual exhibitions and events (or even CVA). This could 
overcome weaknesses in awareness and attitudes to CVA.  

4. Utilise the marketing channels that older people respond to: word of mouth, 
print and local radio and press. It is recommended that Fabrica targets 
messaging for older people through these channels.  

5. Increase the number of volunteer advocates and encourage them to get out 
into the community to spread the word. Ensure that the message carried by 
advocates is consistent with other communications.  

6. Encourage participating older people to act as advocates for Fabrica by 
providing them with the tools to inform their own social networks.  

7. Work with volunteers, project mangers and in-venue marketing to cross-
promote Fabrica’s activities to older people visiting exhibitions to encourage 
more people to benefit from deeper experiences. 

8. Use the findings of the research (report and film) to advocate the success of 
the programme to the arts and health sectors in the interests of 
commissioning services. The social and health benefits of the programme 
should be emphasised.  
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9. Use the findings of the research to reach out to the media – create a story 
for the media to create a new profile for Fabrica as the leading organisation in 
this area. Set the agenda for this topic. 

10. Set targets for increasing the number and proportion of older visitors 
within the gallery’s audience over the next 12 months and continue to 
measure the impacts of these changes.  
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